MONDAY, AUGUST 1

6:30 AM    BARNEY & FRIENDS (705) Bunches of Boxes
In this episode of Barney & Friends, Barney receives a special delivery of boxes, empty boxes. The gang discovers that the empty boxes are just as good as real toys when playing. They build a ship, a castle, and some race cars. When BJ comes to visit, they build an elephant and musical instruments, like a guitar, a kazoo and a drum.

7:00 AM    SESAME STREET (4091) Snuffy Feels He’s Too Big
Snuffy sees Elmo, Zoe, and her friend, Carina the Ballerina, ballet dancing and wants to join in on the fun. He tries to follow along with them as they leap and twirl around, but ends up crashing on the ground and knocking them down. Snuffy becomes sad and insecure about his size when they tell him that maybe he’s too big to dance ballet. Snuffy tries to figure out ways to make himself smaller by imagining himself as a mouse and doing scrunching down exercises, but becomes discouraged since he can’t seem to change his size. Then, Big Bird, Luis, Maria, and Gabi all reassure Snuffy that they love everything about him and that he is beautifully big and perfect just the way he is. At the end, Zoe, Elmo, and Carina apologize to Snuffy for hurting his feelings and realize that anybody can dance and that dancing should be about having fun with all your friends, no matter what size they are. They all dance happily together. Guest: National Theatre of The Ear

8:00 AM    CYBERCHASE (201) Hugs and Witches
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine invented by the mathematically-minded Lovelace. The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left behind by Lady L, and free them from the time machine before it time travels to the nether world of cyberspace - never to return! Will the kids get there in time, or will Valentine’s Day bring nothing but broken hearts?

8:30 AM    ARTHUR (407) Binky Barnes, Wingman/to Beat Or Not to Beat
Does Binky have a favorite pastime? Not until citywide Bug Week, when suddenly all he can think about is butterflies. But is Binky’s obsession with catching Big Blue Butterfly destined to make him the Captain Ahab of Elwood City? And what will become of Moby Dick...er, Big Blue, if it falls into Binky’s clutches? In the second story, there’s a horrible racket in Elwood City. Is it a sewer sucking machine? A turbo bug extermination device? No, it’s Francine practicing her singing and drumming for the Talent Show! Should Arthur and the gang tell Francine that her act’s a sure loser? How can they save their friend from certain humiliation...but save their friendship, too?

9:00 AM    CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (207) Big Hearted T-Bone/Cleo’s Valentine Surprise
BIG HEARTED T-BONE - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be Responsible T-Bone generously offers to watch Cleo’s niece KiKi so Cleo can get some rest. But his honorable intentions are challenged when his female canine friend Mimi comes to town. CLEO’S VALENTINE SURPRISE - Clifford’s Big Idea: Help Others Cleo, with some help from K.C., prepares a special gift for Clifford and T-Bone and expects a BIG gift in return.

9:30 AM    DRAGON TALES (126) Crash Landings/The Big Cake Mix-Up
Crash Landings--The dragons are excited about the chance to win the first prize in a flying relay race, so they go really fast in practice. But when Zak and Wheezie crash into a tree and Zak gets hurt, he decides not to enter the race for fear of getting injured again. Everybody tries to help Zak cope with his fear by telling him how much they need him, letting him choose the speed at which he and Wheezie fly and outfitting him with a helmet and lots of pillow pads. The Big Cake Mix-Up--The kids and dragons prepare for the Annual Dragon Land Cake Baking Contest, for which the grand prize is a cookbook they plan to give to Quetzal. Their entry: a dragonberry carrot cake. They split up to find the ingredients, but all return with the same thing -- eggs. Everyone agrees to plan better and try again, so each one volunteers to bring back a specific item on the picture recipe

10:00 AM   POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (140) Buster’s Big Goal (East Boston, Massachusetts)
The first game of Elwood City’s soccer season is coming up, but with all the traveling, Buster’s game is a little rusty. So he enlists the help of his new Brazilian friends and soccer experts, Rafael, Pedro and Eduardo. Buster gets all the practice he needs just in time to impress his friends back home.

10:30 AM   CAILLOU (204) I’m Learning
In this episode we explore first time experiences.

11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (139) Bears for All Seasons/Grow It
Bears for All Seasons - When the cubs find their outdoors plans repeatedly cancelled because of unseasonable weather changes, instead of moping around the house, Mama gets them outside where they inevitably find all sorts of seasonable things to do. Whether it’s playing in the leaves, going for hikes or making snowbears, thanks to Mama, the cubs learn not to waste today wishing it were yesterday, and to make the most of what each day has to offer. Grow It - When the fur on the top of Sister’s head gets a severe cutting to get rid of a tangle of burrs, she can’t wait for it to grow back. But it seems to be taking forever to grow, just like the seed she planted for science class at school. She tries to be patient on both fronts, but waiting is just too hard to do. That is until Gramps shares a story about how he too found it hard to be patient when he was young, and discovered the secret to being patient is finding something to occupy the time - to take your mind off what you’re waiting for.

11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1461) Mister Rogers Talks About Going to School
Mister Rogers talks about a very important time in a child’s life the first days of school. Mister Rogers visits a nursery school and kindergarten classroom and discusses with a teacher the similarities and differences between the two. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, King Friday has given permission to begin construction on a new school.

2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (414) Meanwhile Back at the Ranch

3:00 PM JAKERS (124) Ferny Gets A Crush
Piggle and Dannan think they know best how to help a love-struck Ferny get the attention of his schoolmate, Millie. While he appreciates that his friends are trying to help, in the end Ferny learns that he’s really much better off trusting his own feelings and instincts.

3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (105) Among The Hmong (Madison, Wisconsin)
At a Southeast Asian festival, Buster meets Diana, Caitlin, and Rosie, who share the same last name and Hmong heritage - AND they all live on the same street! Buster cheers on the girls in a traditional dance competition and joins in on a family barbecue that includes Hmong foods and one of Buster’s favorites, hot dogs.

4:00 PM ARTHUR (206) Buster Baxter, Cat Saver/Play It Again, D.W.
Buster rescues a cat that got stuck in a tree. It’s not every day that your best friend is lionized, canonized and just plain admired, and Arthur, for one, is sick of it. In part two, D.W. drives Arthur to distraction with her “Crazy Bus” CD, playing it 4,000 times a day! When the CD disappears, D.W. suspects Arthur has finally snapped.

4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (114) Family Time
Noticing that everyone in her family is overworked, overtired, and overstressed, Maya concludes that they all have been missing “family time” - quality time spent alone as a family. Maya and Miguel plan a camping trip to a state park - and do all the planning and packing themselves to make things easier on their very busy parents and grandmother. But when they arrive at their campsite, the kids have forgotten some essentials - and rain, wildlife, and a capsized boat threaten to make their escape a disaster. In the end, however, la familia Santos discovers the only thing they really need is time together.

5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (311) Shari Spotter and the Cosmic Crumpets
Digit and the kids must help Shari Spotter (of Frogsnorts School for Sorcerers) make the magical Cosmic Crumpets before Hacker crashes the Sorcerer’s Ball and becomes the most powerful magician in Cyberspace!
6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (706)  Stop! Go!
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about stop and go. First, the kids learn about crossing the street, and how they must stop, look and listen. When Baby Bop arrives, she learns about opposites. She then takes the stop and go signs out to the park to play. Inside, the kids and Barney play dress up and do some silly dancing. When Baby Bop comes back in, Barney reads "The Three Billy Goats Gruff" to everyone.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4090)  Cookie Moon
Cookie Monster thinks the moon is a giant cookie and sets off on a mission to find out how he could get to the moon so that he could eat it. While Gordon tries to tell him that the moon is not a cookie, he decides to just let CM find out and learn this on his own. Since Slimy has been to the moon before and Gabi is saying a nursery rhyme about the cow who jumped over the moon, CM asks them if the moon is a cookie. They don't know since they've never tasted the moon before. CM is still left wondering how he could get to the moon and find out if it is a cookie. Finally, Gordon enters with former astronaut, Buzz Aldrin, who explains to CM that the moon is made out of rock and while it is not a cookie, it is still a beautiful and exciting place that we could always look up at from the Earth. In the end, CM realizes that the moon is not a cookie and that he wouldn't even want to eat the moon since then, it wouldn't be there to shine down on the Earth anymore. Guest: Astronaut - Buzz Aldrin and ESPN's - Chris Berman

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (311)  Shari Spotter and the Cosmic Crumpets
Digit and the kids must help Shari Spotter (of Frogsnorts School for Sorcerers) make the magical Cosmic Crumpets before Hacker crashes the Sorcerer’s Ball and becomes the most powerful magician in Cyberspace!

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (408)  1001 Dads/Prunella’s Prediction
When Buster cheerfully insists that he will miss the Father’s Day picnic because he has other plans, Arthur is convinced that he’s really sad about his parents’ divorce and embarrassed to show up alone. Can Arthur and the gang find Buster a new dad in time for the picnic? In the second story, Rubella’s tarot cards foresee the delivery of a special birthday present and Prunella predicts a gift of flashpants, the hottest new fasion. When she gets a watch instead, Prunella can’t bear to face the others, particularly since Muffy will be wearing them to the big skating party.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (208)  Embarrassing Moments/Lucky Charm
Clifford’s Big Idea: Be Kind When Vaz rips his pants during a soccer game, everyone helps him feel better by telling their own tales of embarrassing moments. However, Jetta insists these things never happen to her. LUCKY CHARM - Clifford’s Big Idea: Believe in Yourself After losing her lucky stone, Emily Elizabeth loses her confidence.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (127)  Quetzal’s Magic Pop-Up Book/My Way Or Snow Way
Quetzal’s Magic Pop-up Book--Quetzal pulls out his special magic book that allows the kids and dragons to go inside its blank pages, where they can create and become part of tales that come to life just by thinking about them. Once inside, however, all start thinking different thoughts at once and chaos ensues. They recognize the need for taking turns and appoint Cassie director of one big story in which each will tell a small part. Now the storytelling is fun. And everyone lives happily ever after when they save the Doodle Fairy Princess from Mungus the Giant. My Way or Snow Way-- The gang meets Chilly, a snowman who’s frantically searching for his pet snow-puppy. Wheezie suggests using one of her special whistles to call Nippy because dogs can hear certain sounds that kids and dragons can’t. Her friends insist her idea will never work, but Chilly encourages Wheezie not to give up -- after all, she knows more about whistles than they do. When her friends’ strategies don’t work, Wheezie blows her whistle in spite of their disapproval.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (105)  Among The Hmong (Madison, Wisconsin)
At a Southeast Asian festival, Buster meets Diana, Caitlin, and Rosie, who share the same last name and Hmong heritage - AND they all live on the same street! Buster cheers on the girls in a traditional dance competition and joins in on a family barbecue that includes Hmong foods and one of Buster’s favorites, hot dogs.

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (206)  The World Around Me
In this theme we explore Caillou and how he relates to the world around him.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (109)  Trouble with Pets/The Sitter
TROUBLE WITH PETS: Brother and Sister adopt one of Farmer Ben’s new puppies and soon discover that having a pet is a big responsibility. When the two pet owners leave to play with friends, the puppy stays behind and destroys the living room. As a result, the puppy is banished to the backyard. Brother and Sister apologize for neglecting their duties and Mama and Papa decide to give the cubs and the puppy a second chance. THE SITTER: Brother and Sister do some damage in Ms. Grizzle’s flowerbed while
retrieving their baseball. Instead of stepping forward to apologize, the cubs get nervous and run home. As fate would have it, Mama
arranges for Ms. Grizzle to babysit the cubs that very night. Brother and Sister anticipate a very stern talking to, but are
surprised by Ms. Grizzle’s kindhearted manner.

11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1462)  Mister Rogers Talks About Going to School
Mister Rogers visits a first grade classroom and compares kindergarten and first grade with a teacher. An important point Mister
Rogers makes is that the best preparation for school is the desire to learn. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Lady Elaine
Fairchilde is trying to help Prince Tuesday get ready for school.

2:30 PM  BETWEEN THE LIONS (301)  Hay Day
Can Lionel, Leona, and Gus help a girl named Fay turn hay into gold in just one day? Guest stars: Khaliah Adams, Paul Benedict, Reg
E. Cathey, and Oliver Platt Designated Reader: Al Franken. Key word: hay. Target vowel: long a

3:00 PM  JAKERS (125)  My Right Arm
Friendship comes through again for our heroes when Ferny and Dannan help Piggley overcome his temporary handicap—a broken arm—
to win the Ball Toss Contest at the annual School Fair.

3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (104)  The Giant Pumpkins (Mt. Hood and Canby, Oregon)
Near Mt. Hood, Buster meets some regular-sized kids who grow giant pumpkins for competition. He also goes mountain biking,
extreme, Oregon-style with siblings Jordan and Ashley.

4:00 PM  ARTHUR (207)  Arthur’s TV-Free Week/Night Fright
The kids and their parents have pledged not to watch TV for one whole week. Can they last? Who will be the first to crack? In part
two, big, brave Binky is afraid someone will discover his secret—he can’t sleep without a night light. When Arthur spends the
night and discovers the truth, Binky has no choice but to resort to bribery.

4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (104)  The Autograph
When Paco unwittingly destroys Miguel’s favorite Orlando Cruz baseball card, Maya decides to fix the situation by getting an
autograph from Orlando himself, who is coming to town that weekend with his team. What ensues is a Naked Gun-like series of
escapades where the kids try to get ever closer to the star by impersonating a boy-band, hot dog vendors, and a big furry mascot.

5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (204)  True Colors
Hacker becomes a good guy! Can this possibly be true? A new, reformed Hacker runs for election against Motherboard, claiming to
have done five good deeds, and promising to turn over a new leaf. Can the kids find a counter example that proves Hacker is lying—or
will he be elected the new ruler of cyberspace? Guest voice: Al Roker as “Sam Vander Rom.” The Big Idea: When people use
words like always, never, all, or none to claim something is true, be suspicious! Such claims are often false, and you need only a single
counter example to disprove them. Math Topic: Counter Examples NCTM Link: Reasoning & Proof.
6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (707)  Red, Yellow and Blue!
In this episode of Barney & Friends, Barney and the kids learn about colors. Sarah, Mario and Tony have set up a color collection in the caboose, placing items in piles of red, yellow and blue. Outside, they meet Miss Jo who is painting a picture of a yellow flower. When she is done, she gives the painting to the kids because they need more things yellow. Baby Bop tries to give the kids her blanky, but finds that she really needs it to take a nap. Sarah helps out the yellow collection by making flowers out of crepe paper.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4032)  Elmo Falls In Love with Gina
Elmo takes Dorothy to see Gina for a check-up. While Gina helps Elmo carry Dorothy home, Elmo realizes how wonderful and nice Gina is. He instantly falls in love with her and believes that he wants to marry her. He is overcome by his emotions and wants to tell Gina how he feels but he just can’t do it. Rosita helps him find different ways to tell her, but nothing works. Eventually Elmo is able to express his feelings to Gina. Gina explains that she loves Elmo too, but that there are different kinds of love and that 3 year-olds do not marry adults. Elmo understands that he needs to wait and they have a good conversation about it. Special Guest: Laura Bush.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (204)  True Colors
Hacker becomes a good guy! Can this possibly be true? A new, reformed Hacker runs for election against Motherboard, claiming to have done five good deeds, and promising to turn over a new leaf. Can the kids find a counter example that proves Hacker is lying -- or will he be elected the new ruler of cyberspace? Guest voice: Al Roker as "Sam Vander Rom." The Big Idea: When people use words like always, never, all, or none to claim something is true, be suspicious! Such claims are often false, and you need only a single counter example to disprove them. Math Topic: Counter Examples NCTM Link: Reasoning & Proof.

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (409)  What Is That Thing?/Buster’s Best Behavior
Arthur and friends are all faced with seemingly impossible tasks, from fixing a model biplane to babysitting D.W. (!). But they each encounter a mysterious and magical device that solves all their problems. What is that thing?! In the second story, Buster knows he’s fun, but he’s beginning to feel like he’s not particularly good at anything. Arthur knows he’s smart, but he’s beginning to feel like he’s boring. When Buster and Arthur try to become like each other, everyone feels confused!

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS (118)  A Promise Is A Promise/Share and Share Alike
A Promise is a Promise - Evan promises to give Emily Elizabeth skateboarding lessons, but repeatedly breaks their plans when the captain of the basketball team, Bill Mazer, invites him to play ball. Evan learns the importance of keeping a promise. Share and Share Alike - The Community Center is having a book drive and the student who collects the most books will win a full set of Sarah Solver mysteries. Determined to win, Nina comes up with the perfect action plan for her and her teammates, Emily Elizabeth and Shun. But when the big day comes, she comes down with a bad cold and is unable to participate. Using Nina’s plan, Shun and Emily Elizabeth set out without her and end up winning the set of mystery books. In the end, they realize that it was Nina’s plan that enabled them to collect the record number of books, and they decide to share the prize with her.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (128)  Sand Castle Hassle/A True-Blue Friend
Sand Castle Hassle--The kids and dragons work hard building sand castles for the Turtle Dragons, sea creatures who each year descend on the beach in search of a place to lay eggs. But the castles are too close to the water, and they get washed away as the gang watches sadly. They can’t give in to defeat -- the Turtle Dragons need them! -- so they try re-building the castles on higher sand. A True-Blue Friend--When the gang finishes finger painting, they try to wipe the colors off their skin. But they’ve accidentally used permanent paint ... so the harder they rub, the more it spreads! Soon, they’re a gallery of odd-colored masterpieces -- Ord is one big orange, Cassie is a little lime, Max is a mess of blue, Zak and Wheezie are black and white, and Emmy is red all over. Quetzal gives them step-by-step directions that must be followed exactly to remove the paint.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (104)  The Giant Pumpkins (Mt. Hood and Canby, Oregon)
Near Mt. Hood, Buster meets some regular-sized kids who grow giant pumpkins for competition. He also goes mountain biking, extreme, Oregon- style with siblings Jordan and Ashley.

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (207)  Machines! Brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!
Caillou learns about the mechanical world around him.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (110)  Trick Or Treat/Lend A Helping Hand
TRICK OR TREAT: Brother and Sister plan to avoid Widder Jones’ house when they go trick or treating because neighborhood lore has it that she’s a witch. Mama knows Widder Jones personally and tells the cubs what a sweet person she is. When the evening is over the cubs agree with Mama. They enjoyed visiting Widder Jones more than anyone else that Halloween. LEND A
HELPING HAND: En route to their friend’s house, Brother and Sister stop to help the frail and elderly Widder Jones dispose of a fallen tree limb. The cubs soon wish they weren’t so generous with their time when Mrs. Jones recruits them for other chores. While spending a Saturday cleaning out her attic, Brother and Sister come to enjoy the company of Widder Jones and find that lending a helping hand is a very rewarding experience.

11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1463)  Mister Rogers Talks About Going to School
Mister Rogers stresses that it is not necessary to know about everything before one begins school. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Lady Elaine Fairchilde tries to help Daniel Tiger get ready for his first day of school by making him learn numbers and letters, but she only succeeds in making him apprehensive.

2:30 PM  READING RAINBOW (1401)  The Shaman’s Apprentice
A Tale of the Amazon Rainforest”--In a village deep in the heart of the Amazon rainforest, the shaman Nahtahlah has a place of honor in his tribe. Kamanya is a young Tiwi Indian boy who admires the village medicine man for his powers of healing with natural substances found in the rainforest. Kamanya hopes one day to become a healer for his people. This program enlivens and personalizes the topic of rainforests and the potential importance of medicinal plants, as well as introduces readers to the issue of rainforest loss. Based on a true story from Mark J. Plotkin’s Tales of a Shaman’s Apprentice, the children’s book was authored and illustrated by Lynn Cherry.

3:00 PM  JAKERS (126)  Lucky U
Using creativity and cleverness, Piggley, Dannan and Ferny work together toward the common goal of finding and testing three lucky horseshoe legends in order to find the “true” story behind the horseshoe Mr. Hornsby has hung on the schoolhouse door.

3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (103)  Buster and Beatrice (San Antonio, Texas)
Buster meets 12 year-old Robert who has been playing Conjunto music on his accordion since he was five with grown ups who share this traditional Mexican-American musical form. In between jam sessions, Buster gets a lesson in real Mexican cooking and learns what makes a perfect taco.

4:00 PM  ARTHUR (208)  Arthur Vs. The Piano/The Big Blow-Up
Arthur gets stage fright during a rehearsal. Will he be able to get through his recital without any mistakes? In the second story, can Francine and the Brain put aside their differences for the good of the soccer team? Probably not -- so Arthur and Buster decide to “write” some wrongs.

4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (129)  The Slump
When Miguel’s baseball batting average drops off the charts, the bad vibes begin to extend into all areas of his life. In a desperate attempt to help Miguel regain his magic, Andy and Theo put Miguel through a series of slump-busting exercises... but nothing works, and Miguel quits the team. Meanwhile, Maya is on a mission to get the team new uniforms through sponsorship from neighbors. Friends are skeptical when she sets the extremely high goal of signing twenty-five sponsors, but she perseveres and succeeds. When Miguel sees the shiny new uniforms, he is inspired by his sister’s determination. He returns to the team just in time to break out of his slump.

5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (308)  Be Reasonable
Hacker returns to the Cybrazy to wreak revenge on Ms. Fileshare and the kids. His crafty plan tricks the kids to try to rescue Ms. Fileshare, only to find themselves all trapped! If the CyberSquad doesn’t escape in time, Hacker will steal the Cybrazy’s most valuable books - all about the most secret inner-workings of Motherboard!
6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (708)  *Play for Exercise!*  
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about exercise and proper nutrition in order to grow big and strong. First, the kids are playing outside and Barney teaches them that movement, playing games and running for example, are important features in everyday life. Everyone needs to exercise. Even Baby Bop and BJ come by to teach the kids about different games to play in order to get exercise. All of a sudden, it starts to rain so the gang heads into the caboose. Here, they learn that you can exercise inside almost as well as outside. Also while inside, they learn about healthy snacks.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4049)  *Stinky and Zoe Write A Story*  
Baby Bear and Telly write a story all by themselves. Telly and Baby Bear read their story to their friends as Stinky listens. Stinky becomes very excited about the idea of writing a story. He can’t believe that Telly and Baby Bear have done this all by themselves. His friends encourage Stinky to write his own story. With a little encouragement, Stinky begins to tell his story and Gordon writes down the words. Zoe helps by acting as one of the characters in Stinky’s story. In his story, Stinky turns into a real boy who can dance. He is happy to be Boy Stinky, but he ends up realizing it’s better to stay as he is. He is very happy that he was able to create his own story!

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (308)  *Be Reasonable*  
Hacker returns to the Cybrary to wreak revenge on Ms. Fileshare and the kids. His crafty plan tricks the kids to try to rescue Ms. Fileshare, only to find themselves all trapped! If the CyberSquad doesn’t escape in time, Hacker will steal the Cybrary’s most valuable books - all about the most secret inner-workings of Motherboard!

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (410)  *My Music Rules/That’s A Baby Show!*  
It’s the duel of the century as cellist Yo-Yo Ma faces jazz saxophonist Joshua Redman in the toughest gig of their careers...in the Elwood City library?! Whose music will rule after the greats duke it out in the battle of classical versus jazz? In the second story, will Arthur be exposed as a a baby show lover? What he gest hooked on "Love Ducks" he tries to hide it from his friends--not an easy feat since it’s on at the same time as the new Bionic Bunny spin-off everyone’s talking about!

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (209)  *Princess Cleo/Basketball Stories*  
Princess Cleo - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be a Good Friend Cleo discovers her grandmother was a Queen - and that makes her a Princess! She begins to enjoy all the privileges she believes come with being a Princess - but soon learns that her friends are more important to her than any crown or title could ever be. In the end, she discovers that it’s more fun to read about being a princess than to be one in real life. Basketball Stories - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be a Good Friend Skyscraper Jackson has come to Birdwell Island for a big exhibition game, which Charley wouldn’t miss for anything - except a bad cold. But Emily, Vaz and Jetta each write a story about the game for Charley from their different points of view. Charley gets to relive the game through his friend’s stories and they have a lot of fun writing and reading them to him.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (129)  *Zak Takes A Dive/Under The Weather*  
Zak Takes a Dive--The gang has lots of fun swimming at Dragoon Lagoon -- except Zak and Wheezie. They don’t know how to swim, and Zak isn’t interested in trying. Wheezie reminds him there are many things he didn’t want to do at first but liked after he tried, so he reluctantly agrees to test the waters. Under the Weather--Why is it snowing, raining and hailing in Dragon Land all at the same time? To find out, the kids go in search of Pollynimbus, the cloud maker. Whey they arrive, they find her house is a mess. Polly has been sick and hasn’t noticed that the weather-making machines are malfunctioning. They discover Polly’s lost scarves and slipper are jamming the machines. They realize the only solution is to clean her place.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (103)  *Buster and Beatrice (San Antonio, Texas)*  
Buster meets 12 year-old Robert who has been playing Conjunto music on his accordion since he was five with grown ups who share this traditional Mexican-American musical form. In between jam sessions, Buster gets a lesson in real Mexican cooking and learns what makes a perfect taco.

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (208)  *It’s Cold Outside! Brrr!*  
In this theme we explore all the fun things you can do in winter.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (111)  * Trouble with Money/Double Dare*  
TROUBLE WITH MONEY: When Mama and Papa refuse to buy Brother and Sister trendy overly expensive sport shirts, the cubs decide to earn the money themselves. However the cubs go overboard and get so caught up in everything from lemonade stands to dog walking services that they leave themselves no time for their friends. It’s only when they finally reach their goal that Brother and Sister realize the price tag has turned out to a lot bigger than they thought. Their blind pursuit of material things has cost
them their friends. DOUBLE DARE: Brother displays some real moxie when he attempts to get back Sisters skipping rope from Too Tall and his mischievous gang. Too Tall thinks Brother has what it takes to join his gang. After Brother becomes a member he’s required to follow the leader... and that means trespassing on Farmer Ben’s property to swipe watermelons. Brother is the only one caught and Farmer Ben has a heart to heart talk with him about how to deal with peer pressure.

11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1464) Mister Rogers Talks About Going to School
Pretending is a good way to learn. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Prince Tuesday, Daniel Tiger, and Ana Platypus begin their first day of school! Mister Rogers suggests that children could play about going to school and what it might be like.

2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (302) Pigs Aplenty

3:00 PM JAKERS (127) Ferny Wears The Star
Ferny gets the chance to be the leader in a game of cowboys, and Piggley is put in the unusual position of being a follower. But Ferny doesn’t play cowboys Piggley’s way, and Piggley soon loses interest and goes home. Mr. Winks convinces Piggley to try Ferny’s way and Piggley ends up having fun- and gaining new respect for his friend. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones presents some kids who are invited to play a game called “hurly,” but aren’t told the rules. The result is chaos! The kids learn that a game is much more fun to play when you know the rules.

3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (102) A Sense of Direction (Chicago, IL)
At the Sears Tower, Buster meets Farah, a 10 year-old Muslim girl who tells Buster about wearing hijabs, praying towards Mecca, and shopping at her favorite neighborhood Pakistani shops. Buster is intrigued with how Farah’s Muslim parochial school is both different and the same as his own.

4:00 PM ARTHUR (209) Lost!/The Short, Quick Summer
Arthur falls asleep on a bus and awakens in a strange -- and scary -- part of town. Will he ever find his way home? Can he keep himself from crying? In part two, Arthur learns he doesn’t have to go far from home to have a great summer.

4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (120) Soccer Mom
When Maya and Miguel’s soccer coach leaves to become a professional player, the gang is left without a coach. A frantic search for a new coach is unsuccessful. Finally, Maya notices that her mom is a fairly adept player. perhaps she should be the new coach! Rosa is talked into the idea. Rosa turns out to be an excellent coach, and all the kids love her. except Maya and Miguel don’t like the two parts of their lives crossing over like this. Rosa keeps telling stories about them and calling them cute names that are embarrassing! They ask Rosa to step down as coach, which she agrees to do. But when they realize that they don’t play as well without her, Maya and Miguel beg her to come back and help them before a big game. Rosa declines. During the game, Maya and Miguel’s team is losing badly, so the new coach turns to Rosa for a little inspiration. Rosa gives the team a pep talk and some coaching from the sidelines. and the gang wins! In the end, Maya and Miguel learn to be proud of their mom. and to occasionally let her embarrass them.

5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (106) Zeus on the Loose
(topic: Fractions) - When the kids fail to stop Hacker from stealing Pandora’s box in mythological Greece, they must solve a riddle and complete challenges to satisfy Zeus and earn a second chance. In the course of their adventure, Matt, Jackie and Inez discover that a fraction is a problem in sharing. The challenge is solving increasingly difficult problems in sharing while they confront a myriad of mythological creatures. The Big Idea: When you need to divide things up into parts and share them, fractions are the numbers you use.
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6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (709) **Come Blow Your Horn!**
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about brass bands. There is going to be a brass band concert in the park that night and the band is coming to practice in the afternoon. Angela is there practicing her trumpet as she is just beginning to learn. BJ comes by with his drum hoping to play with the band. Inside the caboose, Mr. Boyd has set up tables for concert-goers to try out different instruments. When Mr. Boyd goes to decorate the park for the concert, the kids and Barney have a picture hunt in the caboose to look for Mr. Boyd’s musical pictures. When the brass band comes to practice, the kids head out to watch and listen. BJ and Barney are even allowed to played along; BJ and his drums and Barney and his tuba.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4052) **Baby Bear and Telly Find A Bagpipe**
When Scotty McKilt (AM Bagpipe Player) asks Zoe to watch his bagpipe when he goes to Hooper’s for a bite to eat, the drama begins. Zoe is not really listening when McKilt asks her to watch his pipes. She forgets and goes off to show Oscar her new dance. While she is gone, Telly and Baby Bear comes across the bagpipe and wonder what it could be. They imagine many things, and eventually they learn that the bagpipe is McKilt’s musical instrument.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (106) **Zeus on the Loose**
(topic: Fractions) - When the kids fail to stop Hacker from stealing Pandora’s box in mythological Greece, they must solve a riddle and complete challenges to satisfy Zeus and earn a second chance. In the course of their adventure, Matt, Jackie and Inez discover that a fraction is a problem in sharing. The challenge is solving increasingly difficult problems in sharing while they confront a myriad of mythological creatures. The Big Idea: When you need to divide things up into parts and share them, fractions are the numbers you use.

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (206) **Buster Baxter, Cat Saver/Play It Again, D.W.**
Buster rescues a cat that got stuck in a tree. It’s not every day that your best friend is lionized, canonized and just plain admired, and Arthur, for one, is sick of it. In part two, D.W. drives Arthur to distraction with her ”Crazy Bus” CD, playing it 4,000 times a day! When the CD disappears, D. W. suspects Arthur has finally snapped.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (210) **Doggy Detectives/Camping It Up**
Doggy Detectives - Clifford’s Big Idea: Work Together Equipment is disappearing from the local playground and it’s up to K.C., inspired by the Detective Mike books he likes so much, to figure out what happened. He enlists the help of Clifford and the gang to form the ”Doggy Detectives” to solve the mystery and the whole gang soon discovers the joy of discovery available in reading a good book! Camping It Up - Clifford’s Big Idea: Work Together Because she thinks camping is going to be boring, Jetta tries to bring all the comforts of home into the woods. But she soon realizes that there’s more than one way to have a good time - and sometimes the simple way is just perfect.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (130) **My Emmy Or Bust/Light My Firebreath**
My Emmy or Bust—The dragon scale begins to glow, but Emmy’s not around. What’s Max to do? He’s not sure he wants to go to Dragon Land without her, but maybe the dragons need him. When he arrives at Dragon Lagoon, they all set off on a mission to help Maui, a Sea Dragon, find her missing sister, Lanai. Although he has lots of fun riding in an underwater submarine, Max misses Emmy. Light My Firebreath—While practicing for the Dragon Land Firebreathin Celebration, Wheezie takes a big gulp of nectar from a nearby flower. Oh no! She’s forgotten the warning that all dragons know -- Plump Gumps make your firebreath go out. So it’s off to see Dr. Booboogone. Dr. Booboogone gives Wheezie three drawings of specific directions that must be followed in the right order to get her firebreath back.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (102) **A Sense of Direction (Chicago, Il)**
At the Sears Tower, Buster meets Farah, a 10 year-old Muslim girl who tells Buster about wearing hijabs, praying towards Mecca, and shopping at her favorite neighborhood Pakistani shops. Buster is intrigued with how Farah’s Muslim parochial school is both different and the same as his own.

10:30 AM  CAILOU (214) **Outdoor Adventures**
In this episode we explore Caillou out in nature.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (112) **Out for the Team/Count Their Blessings**
OUT FOR THE TEAM: Brother and Sister are good baseball players and both sign up to try out for the Bear Country Cardinals. The problem is - there’s only one position left on the team. Worried about the humiliating possibility of losing to his talented kid sister, Brother backs out of the competition. Sister has some encouraging words for Brother, which inspires him to stick with it. The two cubs practice for the big tryout together. COUNT THEIR BLESSINGS: Brother and Sister often complain that their friends have
more things than they do. Mama and Papa tell them they should be thankful for all the things they do have. When a big thunderstorm rages outside and the power goes out, the cubs are reminded of how fortunate they are to have loving parents and a cozy home to live in. It’s a good time to count their blessings.

11:30 AM  **MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1465)**  *Mister Rogers Talks About Going to School*
Mister Rogers talks about teachers and some of the ways they help children to learn. Also, Mister Rogers talks with a school bus driver and takes a ride on a bus. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, King Friday and Dr. and Mrs. Platypus are anxious to see their children at the end of the school day. The first week of school is a big event for children, but it is also a big event for parents!

3:00 PM  **JAKERS (128)**  *Molly Had A Little Lamb*
Molly is about to start school and feels very grown up. To prove it, she persuades her parents to let her take care of an adorable lamb. But when Molly can’t say “no” to the little darling, he becomes a troublemaker causing chaos on the farm, in the house, and even at school. Molly soon realizes that even little lambs need rules! Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones presents some kids who are invited to play a game called “hurly,” but aren’t told the rules. The result is chaos! The kids learn that a game is much more fun to play when you know the rules.

3:30 PM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (101)**  *Meet Me at the Fair (Knox, Indiana)*
Feed the cows, take out the garbage, clean the house, all before breakfast? ! That’s part of life on the farm for sister and brother Lauren and Nathan. But as they show Buster, there’s more to living on a farm than chores-like riding horses, driving tractors, and showing off their pigs at the County Fair!

4:00 PM  **ARTHUR (210)**  *D.W. Goes to Washington/Arthur’s Mystery Envelope*
D.W. gets lost during a tour of the White House. A kind employee reunites her with her family and invites them all in for pizza -- but doesn’t that guy look a little ... familiar? In part two, when Mr. Haney gives Arthur a sealed envelope to bring home, Arthur fears the worst.

4:30 PM  **MAYA & MIGUEL (121)**  *The Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man*
Miguel enters a comic book contest. Before he can finish his original comic book loosely based on Aztec mythology entitled, "The Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man," Miguel comes down with a bad cold. Miguel has left the hero in grave jeopardy, and he implores Maya to finish the comic book and save him. Maya rounds up the gang to help her think of a way to save the hero from the bad guy. In a series of vignettes, we see each kid’s proposed ending: Tito imagines a heroic soccer player (who looks just like him) saving the day, Theo pitches a robot boy (who looks just like him) saving the day, and Maggie and Chrissy imagine a fantastic singing duo (who look just like them) saving the day. With the clock ticking and no clear ending, Maya decides that they should combine all of their endings together, and make one grand finale. In the end, Maya’s cooperative ending nets Miguel a prize for “Most Creative.”

5:00 PM  **CYBERCHASE (205)**  *All The Right Angles*
Motherboard mistakenly sends a treasure map to Hacker. The treasure is the secret to the legendary cyber-pirate Ivanka the Invincible’s invincibility. If Hacker finds it, cyberspace is doomed! To help Motherboard, the kids must find the secret treasure before Hacker does, and use their skill with angles to read the strange map that contains only riddles about twists and turns. The Big Idea: To turn something so it points in just the right direction, use an angle to measure the size of the turn. Math Topic: Angle Measurement.
6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (601) Stick with Imagination!
When the kids yearn for special play in special places, Barney reminds them that their imaginations can create joy from the simplest of props... like a common stick! Barney and friends learn how to use their imaginations in order to make ordinary lots of fun.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4043) Elmo and Zoe Search for Rocco
Zoe is having a great time playing with her pet rock, Rocco. Zoe is pretending that Rocco and Elmo are circus performers. When they get sidetracked, they return to find that Rocco is missing! They decide to become Circus Detectives and investigate the situation in order to find the missing rock. They begin to look for clues that may lead them to Rocco and they ask questions as they search. They ask a chicken but cannot understand her response. They ask an elephant who is not very helpful and finally they have to remember exactly what Rocco looks like because they find similar looking objects along the way. Eventually they ask Big Bird, and when he hears that they asked a chicken he volunteers to translate. As it turns out, the chicken was sitting on Rocco all along! The mystery is solved.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (213) A Time to Cook
Hacker finds the part he needs to fix his Magnetic Magnotube - a machine that would disable Motherboard forever - in a most unlikely place. All he has to do is win a cooking contest on the hit cyberspace TV show, THE FEARLESS CHEF. Hacker's plan? To kidnap his competition. But the Cybersquad is on to him. The girls go on a rescue mission to save the Fearless Chef, while Matt and Digit take on Hacker. Digit is already a celebrity chef, so this should be a piece of cake. They must race the clock and Hacker to cook three delicious dishes in three outrageous locations. Will Digit beat Hacker? Only time will tell. Math Topic: Elapsed Time; NCTM Links: Measurement.

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (505) The Lousy Week/You Are Arthur
"The Lousy Week"--An army of lice has descended on the heads of Lakewood Elementary. Who or what is strong enough to defeat them? Principal Haney? Nurse Flynn? Mayonnaise? "You Are Arthur"--What if you could live in the Read house? What if you could run a race in Elwood City? What if you could be Arthur for a day? Kids can view Arthur’s life through his very own eyes in this special episode.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (209) Princess Cleo/Basketball Stories
Princess Cleo - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be a Good Friend Cleo discovers her grandmother was a Queen - and that makes her a Princess! She begins to enjoy all the privileges she believes come with being a Princess - but soon learns that her friends are more important to her than any crown or title could ever be. In the end, she discovers that it’s more fun to read about being a princess than to be one in real life. Basketball Stories - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be a Good Friend Skyscraper Jackson has come to Birdwell Island for a big exhibition game, which Charley wouldn’t miss for anything - except a bad cold. But Emily, Vaz and Jetta each write a story about the game for Charley from their different points of view. Charley gets to relive the game through his friend’s stories and they have a lot of fun writing and reading them to him.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (205) One Big Wish/Breaking Up Is Hard to Do
One Big Wish - Max gets frustrated when a ball flies high over his head during a game. He chases after it, stumbling all the way over to Willie the wishing well. As he reaches to retrieve the ball, Max wishes he were bigger. Then a coin falls out of his pocket and into the well-immediately granting his wish! At first Max’s problem seems to be solved: he’s big enough to hit home runs and catch high fly balls. But he keeps growing! Soon he’s bigger than Ord, Quetzal, and even Mungus the Giant - and that’s really big! As the group tries to solve the problem of returning Max to his regular size, Max begins to realize that being big is not everything he thought it would be. After consulting Quetzal, the group revisits the magical fountain, and Max wishes to return to his own height.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (101) Meet Me at the Fair (Knox, Indiana)
Feed the cows, take out the garbage, clean the house, all before breakfast? ! That’s part of life on the farm for sister and brother Lauren and Nathan. But as they show Buster, there’s more to living on a farm than chores-like riding horses, driving tractors, and showing off their pigs at the County Fair!

10:30 AM  CAILOU (106) Caillou Creates
This episode, Caillou spends being creative. With grandpa’s help he makes a paper hat for his daddy. Later with grandma, he and Rosie make their own instruments so that they can play with grandma in her band. Real kids get get creative and draw, paint and make things out of clay. Caillou, Leo and Clementine put on a show at school. Caillou plays the very important part of the sun. Even Theodore Bear gets into the act, making a collage with things from the garden.
11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (113)  Slumber Party/The Talent Show
Slumber Party - Ensured by Sister that she knows the meaning of responsibility, Mama and Papa allow her to go to a sleep over at Lizzy’s house. However Mama and Papa are totally unaware that the Bruins have gone out and left a babysitter in charge. When practically every cub in town shows up at the party it gets so out of hand that when the Bruins return they call all the parents to come and take their cubs home. Although Mama and Papa agree that Sister is partially to blame, they also realize that if they had been a little more responsible themselves, they would have found out about the babysitter early enough to nip it in the bud. The Talent Show - Convinced that he doesn’t have any talent to offer for the upcoming school talent show, Brother is recruited to be the talent scout. Guided by Teacher Bob’s conviction that everyone has talent, Brother helps the other cubs discover their own special talents, and in so doing, discovers he also has a talent just as Teacher Bob suspected - a talent for finding talent.

11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1516)  Child-Care Center
In Make-Believe Prince needs care when his parents go away.

3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (110)  Moose on the Loose (Jackson Hole, Wyoming)
Amidst the beauty of Jackson Hole, Buster is determined to track down a moose to show his friends back home. With help from some knowledgeable nature lovers, Buster discovers all that Wyoming offers: fly fishing, bird watching, and maybe even the elusive moose.

4:00 PM  ARTHUR (302)  D.W., All Fired Up/I’d Rather Read It Myself
D.W., All Fired Up - When Ms. Morgan announces they’ll be having a fire drill during preschool, D.W. wants no part of it - it sounds way too scary. Can she manage to stay home from school every day until the danger passes? I’d Rather Read it Myself - The Tibble Twins are better than D.W. at just about everything - so it would be great if D. W. could at least read before the Tibbles could! Can she spin a tale dazzling enough to convince them she can?

4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (122)  Maya and Miguel, Come On Down!
Maya and Miguel seem to have an aptitude for their favorite TV game show. But when they decide to audition, they discover that they have very different approaches to training. As they move from one stage to the next -- preparing for the audition, passing the trial, training for the show -- their own rivalry grows more intense, and they lose the knack of working together. Only when they are on live TV, confronted by an unscrupulous contestant who will do anything to win, are they able to put aside their little differences and work together as sister and brother.

5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (201)  Hugs and Witches
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine invented by the mathematically-minded Lovelace. The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left behind by Lady L, and free them from the time machine before it time travels to the nether world of cyberspace - never to return! Will the kids get there in time, or will Valentine’s Day bring nothing but broken hearts?
6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (605) A Sunny, Snowy Day
Robert had a terrific time on his beach vacation this summer, and he has the pictures to prove it. Robert’s pictures inspire Barney and the kids to have a little fun in the sun. Keesha then tells them about her Aunt Betty’s gifts, and the kid’s long for an icy adventure on a cold winter day. Amazingly, the kids get their wish.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4044) Gabi Helps Elmo and Zoe Build Kites
Zoe and Elmo see a movie about a kite festival and become very excited about flying kites. They decide to fly their own kites! When Zoe and Elmo find that Alan does not have kites at the store they are very sad. When they tell Gabi about their dilemma, she suggests they make their own kites and she volunteers to help. The three of them collect the necessary materials and follow the instructions in a book in order to make their own kites. When their kites are finished they notice another problem! There is no wind. Zoe suggests they try to make their own wind. They attempt to blow on the kites but this does not help. The Big Bad Wolf arrives and he is able to blow their kites into the sky. When he takes off for lunch their kites crash to the ground and are damaged. With Gabi’s help, they realize that they can put the kites together to form one new kite. Then, they feel the wind picking up! Zoe and Elmo decide they can share one kite and fly it together. The letter of the day is the letter "W," and the number of the day is the number "14." The Spanish word of the day is "telefono."

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (201) Hugs and Witches
It’s Valentine’s Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine invented by the mathematically-minded Lovelace. The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left behind by Lady L, and free them from the time machine before it time travels to the nether world of cyberspace - never to return! Will the kids get there in time, or will Valentine’s Day bring nothing but broken hearts?

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (302) D.W., All Fired Up/I’d Rather Read It Myself
D.W., All Fired Up - When Ms. Morgan announces they’ll be having a fire drill during preschool, D.W. wants no part of it - it sounds way too scary. Can she manage to stay home from school every day until the danger passes? I’d Rather Read it Myself - The Tibble Twins are better than D.W. at just about everything - so it would be great if D. W. could at least read before the Tibbles could! Can she spin a tale dazzling enough to convince them she can?

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (210) Doggy Detectives/Camping It Up
Doggy Detectives - Clifford’s Big Idea: Work Together Equipment is disappearing from the local playground and it’s up to K.C., inspired by the Detective Mike books he likes so much, to figure out what happened. He enlists the help of Clifford and the gang to form the "Doggy Detectives" to solve the mystery and the whole gang soon discovers the joy of discovery available in reading a good book! Camping It Up - Clifford’s Big Idea: Work Together Because she thinks camping is going to be boring, Jetta tries to bring all the comforts of home into the woods. But she soon realizes that there’s more than one way to have a good time - and sometimes the simple way is just perfect.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (206) A New Friend/Have No Fear
Have No Fear - Cassie has a new pet, BeeBee the Butterfrog-teeny, tiny half butterfly, half frog, and Ord’s biggest nightmare! "What if it hurts me?" despairs Ord. Cassie happily feeds her new pet and everyone plays hopscotch with BeeBee, trying to demonstrate how fun and harmless the little Butterfrog is, but to no avail. Ord can’t seem to shake his fear. They all pop on their thinking caps and consume themselves with thoughts on how to help Ord. Minutes later, Cassie realizes that BeeBee has flown away! The group splits up to find her before dark, except for Ord, who is too scared to accompany them. While walking away alone, Ord comes across Sid the Sycamore- and spots BeeBee caught precariously in some of Sid’s branches! Ord’s concern for BeeBee outways his fears and he flies up to rescue her. Hooray for Ord!

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (110) Moose on the Loose (Jackson Hole, Wyoming)
Amidst the beauty of Jackson Hole, Buster is determined to track down a moose to show his friends back home. With help from some knowledgeable nature lovers, Buster discovers all that Wyoming offers: fly fishing, bird watching, and maybe even the elusive moose.

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (108) Food-A-Licious!
Caillou gets to go with his neighbor, Mr. Hinkle to visit a farm and it turns out that "farmer Caillou" is a big help. He makes an apple pie with apples he picked himself and even fed the chickens. When Caillou was three he hated all vegetables, but now that he is four he is willing to eat the ones that he grows himself. They just taste better somehow. After watching real kids make family favorites Gilbert, Rexie and Teddy make some of their favorite treats to share with everyone else. They soon realize that they all have very different tastes. Caillou learns how to use chopsticks to eat his food.
11:00 AM  **BERENSTAIN BEARS (114)**  *The Haunted Lighthouse/The Baby Chipmunk*

**THE HAUNTED LIGHTHOUSE:** When the Bear Family vacations in an old lighthouse rendered obsolete by modern technology, they discover that it's rumoured to be haunted. Although the cubs encounter mysterious sights and sounds, they're anything but spooked. In fact Brother and Sister actively pursue the clues to the point where they not only reveal the "ghost" but also come up with a way to give new life to the old lighthouse as well as the old lighthouse keeper. **THE BABY CHIPMUNK:** When she adopts a baby chipmunk, Sister learns the hard way about trying to keep a non-domestic animal as a house pet. As a baby all the chipmunk does is eat and sleep. However, the bigger it grows the more active it gets and the more mess it makes and the more trouble it causes. Of course none of it's intentional. That's just the creature's nature. But when it accidentally bites Papa, Sister finally realizes that if she really loves Little Brown Eyes, she'll do what's best for the chipmunk and return him to the outdoors where he belongs.

11:30 AM  **MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1517)**  *Zipper Factory*

Mister Rogers learns how people make zippers. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, the king and queen leave to teach a course at the Royal School of Castle Management. Prince Tuesday is left with his "night and day caregiver," Mr. Aber.

3:00 PM  **JAKERS (128)**  *Molly Had A Little Lamb*

Molly is about to start school and feels very grown up. To prove it, she persuades her parents to let her take care of an adorable lamb. But when Molly can't say "no" to the little darling, he becomes a troublemaker causing chaos on the farm, in the house, and even at school. Molly soon realizes that even little lambs need rules! Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones presents some kids who are invited to play a game called "hurly," but aren't told the rules. The result is chaos! The kids learn that a game is much more fun to play when you know the rules.

3:30 PM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (109)**  *Buster's Buffalo Round-Up (Rapid City, South Dakota)*

Buster experiences the traditions, history, and adventure of South Dakota. Chris, a direct descendant of a Lakota soldier, takes Buster behind the scenes at the Crazy Horse Memorial. Buster also gets a close up look at a South Dakota tradition with the Lantis family on a buffalo round up full of cowboy adventures.

4:00 PM  **ARTHUR (311)**  *Double Tibble Trouble/Arthur’s Almost Live Not Real Music Festival*

Double Tibble Trouble - Playing with the Tibble twins requires preparation, endurance and earplugs. But when one gets sick, playing with the other should be a lot easier - shouldn't it?  Arthur’s Almost Live Not Real Music Festival - Arthur and the gang create their own music videos. What they lack in high-tech video gear, they make up for in state-of-the-art imaginations!

4:30 PM  **MAYA & MIGUEL (123)**  *The Wrestler Next Door*

A new neighbor moves into the apartment building: Sr. Lopez, who is opening a new bakery in town. Tito is certain that Sr. Lopez is actually "El Guamazo Lopez," a famous Mexican masked wrestler! He tries to prove it to a skeptical Maya and Miguel... but when they see some intriguing evidence, they decide to help Tito find out the truth. The three of them, along with Abuela Elena’s help, try to uncover Sr. Lopez’ secret past... but even putting him face-to-face with the masked wrestler’s arch-nemesis doesn’t manage to reveal him. Finally, when an old piece of baking equipment goes on the fritz, Sr. Lopez must fight the mechanical beast using "El Guamazo Lopez’" signature wrestling move. Tito is vindicated! Sr. Lopez finally admits to having been the famous wrestler in the past. But it's more important for him to be known as a good baker from now on. His secret is safe with them!

5:00 PM  **CYBERCHASE (202)**  *Totally Rad*

The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season premiere of CYBERCHASE. In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all skate-off. There’s just one catch: high-scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing! With Digit (Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their performance to the changing arena?  The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very different areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area.
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6:30 AM  **BARNEY & FRIENDS (607) Five Kinds of Fun**
A school lesson about "Explorers" prompts the kids to want to explore their own world-but they’re not sure they have the right equipment for the job. Barney appears and shows them that everyone can explore the world using their own "five senses."

7:00 AM  **SESAME STREET (4046) Elmo and Rosita Have A Play Date**
There is something in the air on Sesame Street. Everyone is singing! Rosita and Elmo have planned a play date but they cannot find each other anywhere. They keep missing each other as they look around the neighborhood. They both start singing about their sadness when they back up into each other and are reunited! They sing happily about the number 2 and how great it is to be together. The number of the day is the number "2," the letter of the day is the letter "O." The Spanish word of the day is "cara."

8:00 AM  **CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad**
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season premiere of CYBERCHASE. In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker’s extreme team to a winner-take-all skate-off. There’s just one catch: high-scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing! With Digit (Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their performance to the changing arena? The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very different areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area.

8:30 AM  **ARTHUR (311) Double Tibble Trouble/Arthur’s Almost Live Not Real**
Double Tibble Trouble - Playing with the Tibble twins requires preparation, endurance and earplugs. But when one gets sick, playing with the other should be a lot easier - shouldn’t it? Arthur’s Almost Live Not Real Music Festival - Arthur and the gang create their own music videos. What they lack in high-tech video gear, they make up for in state-of-the-art imaginations!

9:00 AM  **CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS (123) Adopt-A-Pup/Jokes On You**
Adopt-a-Pup - Evan, Emily Elizabeth and Clifford all help out at the Adopt-A-Pup booth at the neighborhood street fair. Clifford befriends a teacup poodle named Bon Bon, a tiny dog who is barely bigger than he is, and helps her find a home. Jokes On You - It’s Wacky Wednesday at school. Emily Elizabeth and her friends are excited to spend the day telling jokes and having fun. Nina, however, goes too far with the jokes. In the end she realizes that her behavior wasn’t respectful of her friends and that there is an appropriate time and place for certain behaviors.

9:30 AM  **DRAGON TALES (207) Cassie, The Green-Eyed Dragon/Something’s Missing**
Cassie, the Green-eyed Dragon - Everyone rushes to the School in the Sky to see Cassie’s big surprise-her little brother, Finn! She has brought him to school so that she can tell all her friends how adorable her baby brother is. As she is speaking, she can’t help but notice all the attention this cute tiny tyke is taking away from her. When Cassie simply can’t take it anymore, she blurts out: "I wish I’d never brought him!" Quetzal speaks with Cassie and she admits that she’s jealous. Quetzal assures her that this is very normal among brothers and sisters. Cassie feels better, but now Finn is hungry and no one seems to be able to feed him. Thank heavens for big sisters! Cassie knows some tricks that coax Finn into eating his snack, saving the day.

10:00 AM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (109) Buster’s Buffalo Round-Up (Rapid City, South Dakota)**
Buster experiences the traditions, history, and adventure of South Dakota. Chris, a direct descendant of a Lakota soldier, takes Buster behind the scenes at the Crazy Horse Memorial. Buster also gets a close up look at a South Dakota tradition with the Lantis family on a buffalo round up full of cowboy adventures.

10:30 AM  **CAILOU (111) Best Behavior**
It’s Mother’s Day and for mommy’s special day, Caillou’s family goes to a restaurant for brunch. Rexie learns from Teddy all about manners and how to behave properly. Caillou gets to be Sarah’s little brother for a day and go to school with her. Caillou just wants to play by himself but Rosie won’t let him.

11:00 AM  **BERENSTAIN BEARS (115) Get The Gimmies/The Green-Eyed Monster**
**GET THE GIMMIES:** Brother and Sister think they’re entitled to treats every time the family goes grocery shopping and Mama and Papa get tired of their “gimmie gimmie” attitude. When Gramps and Gran drop by for a visit, they tell a touching story that inspires Brother and Sister to change their selfish ways and start thinking about others in need. **THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER:** When Brother gets a brand new three-speed racer, Sister’s envious feelings are personified in her dreams by a little green version of herself. This Green Eyed Monster convinces Sister to sneak Brother’s new bike out for a ride but when she does, Sister realizes too late that it’s too big for her and she can’t control it. Fortunately Brother and Papa rescue Sister before Brother’s
bike can crash, then together they help chase the Green Eyed Monster away by jazzing up Brother’s old bike and giving it to Sister.

11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1518)  A Balloon Factory
Mister Rogers visits a factory to learn how people make balloons. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Prince Tuesday and Mr. Aber visit the new balloon room at Lady Elaine Fairchilde’s Museum-Go-Round.

3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (108)  Rodeo Cowgirl (Houston, Texas)
When Buster arrives in Houston, he is disappointed to learn that Texas isn’t all cowboys and open country. Then he meets 12-year-old Tayler, a self-described “rodeo rat” and grand-daughter of retired African American rodeo star Cornelius Cleveland. Buster goes on an adventure into the heart - and history - of cowboy country.

4:00 PM  ARTHUR (314)  Mom and Dad Have A Great Big Fight/D.W.’s Perfect
Mom and Dad Have a Great Big Fight - When Mom and Dad fight over spilled milk, Arthur and D.W. fear the worst. Is it Arthur’s fault or D.W.’s? And worse, will Mom or Dad have to move out? D.W.’s Perfect Wish - Turning five is a major, big deal event! But D.W. worries that she fribbled away her preschool years on meaningless pursuits. To make up for it, this year’s birthday wish must be especially meaningful.

4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (116)  An Okri-Dokey Day
When Maya realizes that their neighbors Greg and Isoka Okri don’t have any children of their own, she concludes that their life must be horribly empty - after all, her parents are always saying how Maya and Miguel are the light of their lives. So Maya engineers things so she and Miguel spend the better part of a weekend with the Okris. However, between roller coaster rides, kid-friendly restaurants, homemade facial treatments, and breakfast in bed, the Okris get a lot more than they bargained for.

5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (210)  Raising The Bar
The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy*
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6:30 AM     BARNEY & FRIENDS (610) Birthday Ole
Robert was to celebrate his birthday with his friends. He sets out to find them and, with Barney’s help he does- along with some wonderful surprises. His birthday turns into a fiesta, complete with simple homemade “maracas” and a beautiful piñata.

7:00 AM     SESAME STREET (4047) Telly’s Afraid to Play with Baby Bear
When Baby Bear and Telly are playing basketball, Telly accidentally hits Baby Bear in the nose. It really hurts, but Gina takes a look at it and says it should be okay. Baby Bear is ready to play some more, but Telly is petrified of hurting his best friend again. He is even too afraid of hurting Baby Bear to play with his triangle collection. Baby Bear starts to get very sad and expresses how frustrated he is that he can’t play with his friend Telly. Gina comes by and talks to him about his feelings. She suggests that he tell Telly how he feels. Baby Bear and Telly discuss their feelings together and Telly is able to see that his fear of hurting Baby Bear on the outside was actually causing him to hurt Baby Bear on the inside. They are able to solve their conflict by talking through the problem and they continue playing. The number of the day is “4,” the letter of the day is “D.” The Spanish words of the day are “si” and “no.”

8:00 AM     CYBERCHASE (210) Raising The Bar
The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy*

8:30 AM     ARTHUR (314) Mom and Dad Have A Great Big Fight/D.W.’s Perfect
Mom and Dad Have a Great Big Fight - When Mom and Dad fight over spilled milk, Arthur and D.W. fear the worst. Is it Arthur’s fault or D.W.’s? And worse, will Mom or Dad have to move out? D.W.’s Perfect Wish - Turning five is a major, big deal event! But D.W. worries that she fribbled away her preschool years on meaningless pursuits. To make up for it, this year’s birthday wish must be especially meaningful.

9:00 AM     CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (213) Special T-Bone/Jetta’s Sneak Peek
Special T-Bone -Clifford’s Big Idea: Believe in Yourself When Emily Elizabeth starts work on a project titled "What Makes Me Special," it gets all the dogs thinking about what makes them special. T-Bone isn’t quite sure, but soon discovers that he has a special gift for making others feel good. Jetta’s Sneak Peek - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be Respectful Jetta can’t resist reading Emily Elizabeth’s journal, but soon learns that it’s important to respect someone’s privacy.

9:30 AM     DRAGON TALES (211) I Believe In Me
I Believe in Me - Tryouts are now being held for The School in the Sky production of "Queen Dragonia." Cassie really wants to sign-up, but her desire to perform is overshadowed by her timid nature. She’s never been in a play before. How can she possibly audition and perform in front of people? Emmy convinces her to try out and everyone vows to help her overcome her fear. It is then that Cassie decides to practice in front of her friends. It’s hard at first, but the more she rehearses, the more comfortable she feels in the spotlight. In fact, she really starts to enjoy herself. Eventually Cassie presents her song and dance for Quetzal. She doesn’t get the lead part she wanted but because she appeared so happy and at ease on~

10:00 AM    POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (108) Rodeo Cowgirl (Houston, Texas)
When Buster arrives in Houston, he is disappointed to learn that Texas isn’t all cowboys and open country. Then he meets 12-year-old Tayler, a self-described "rodeo rat" and grand-daughter of retired African American rodeo star Cornelius Cleveland. Buster goes on an adventure into the heart - and history - of cowboy country.

10:30 AM    CAILLOU (112) The Starry Night
Things that go bump in the night, and others that light up the sky, are on everyone’s mind today. A family corn roast dinner at Grandma and Grandpa’s under the star-studded sky prompts Grandpa to bring out his telescope and introduce Caillou to the constellations, planets, and moon. But fun turns to fear at bedtime when Caillou decides that a monster is lurking in his room. Maybe he’s picked up the puppets’ jitters; their own night under the stars convinces Rexy that a monster’s hovering over them! All’s well when Mom and Dad unmask Caillou’s monster as a tree branch on the window, and Rexy’s one-eyed monster turns out to be the shimmering moon!

11:00 AM    BERENSTAIN BEARS (116) The Wishing Star/The Homework Hassle
THE WISHING STAR: When Mama casually mentions the 'Star light, star bright' principle, Sister takes it to heart and wishes for a certain birthday gift and a better grade on her next math quiz. She gets both. However when the pony she wishes for doesn't materialize, Papa helps Sister understand that she really got her first two wishes all by herself - her special birthday gift because she'd been so helpful around the house and the better math mark because she studied really hard for the quiz. Bolstered by this, Sister makes her pony wish come true by making a deal with Farmer Ben to help him pick his peas in exchange for being allowed to spend time with his retired farm horse Princess. THE HOMEWORK HASSLE: Brother complains that he's given too much homework and that's why he has fallen so far behind at school. Papa blames it on his highly distractive study environment and until Brother gets caught up, there'll be no television, video games, loud music or chatting on the phone. When Brother decides to do a little homework every night, he finds it's much easier to stay on top of his workload.

11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1519) Prince’s Scary Dream In Make-Believe
A fish expert visits Mister Rogers. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, it is nighttime and Prince Tuesday has a scary dream about a fish in a big ocean who can’t find its mother.

3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (107) Up The River (Mandan and Bismarck, North Dakota)
Following in the footsteps of Lewis and Clark, Buster takes a canoe trip with the Stensley family. Along the way they introduce him to Norwegian music, language, and dance that make up their family traditions. The adventures continue with the Miller family who share their favorite pastime: motocross racing.

4:00 PM ARTHUR (501) Arthur and the Big Riddle/Double Dare
In "Arthur and the Big Riddle" Alex Trebec guest stars as the famous host of "Riddle Quest," Alex Lebec. Arthur is going to be a contestant and his friends are a little too anxious to help in prepare. They may end up helping him over the edge. When he ends up in second place he becomes a hero, afterall for a lifetime supply of choco-sticks, second place IS the best! In "Double Dare" Arthur, Francine, Buster and Brain have all dared eachother to skip school so that they can watch "Dark Bunny" instead of doing homework. Francine doesn’t get the message that everyone else has chickened out and now they must help her get IN to school.

4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (124) A Little Culture
When Maya forgets to buy tickets for the summer blockbuster movie all her friends are eagerly awaiting, she desperately suggests that they go instead to the Natural History Museum. Maggie and Theo aren’t quick to forgive her, and mope about the museum while Maya and Miguel rummage in the gift shop for peace offerings. But before they know it, Theo and Maggie find themselves enraptured by exhibits on ancient African and Chinese cultures. In Theo and Maggie’s parallel fantasies, we see the enactment of age-old stories -- of course, with Theo and Maggie providing a contemporary twist. In the end, the kids find everything in the exhibit that they had hoped for in the big summer movie, and all is forgiven among the friends.

5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (211) The Wedding Scammer
Believing that the Wicked Witch is really the long lost daughter of a powerful king, Hacker agrees to marry her, convinced that their union will double his power and Motherboard will never be able to defeat him. What Hacker doesn’t know is that Wicked has secretly hidden away the REAL long-lost daughter of the king and stolen her identity. The kids must think their way through an intricate series of puzzles to free the real daughter. Will they succeed and get back to the wedding before Hacker and Wicked say "I do"? Math Topic: Making Hard Problems Easier; NCTM Links: Problem Solving. *With special guest star Al Roker*
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6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (616) How Does Your Garden Grow?
This episode of “Barney and Friends” as indicated by the title is about gardening. The show opens with Kim and Barney singing "What Makes a Flower So Pretty?" The rest of the kids arrive and check on the progress of their plants and flowers. Barney goes over with them the growing process and explains that with enough sunlight and water their plants will grow. Everyone then sings "Growing, We Do It Every Day." Mr. Boyd shows up to tend to the schoolhouse garden and explains that vegetable gardens take a lot of work but it pays off in the end. Everyone then puts together their own take-home garden.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4092) Big Bird, Snuffy and Friends Hike
Maria and Luis are planning for their hike gathering their backpacks, water, and trail mix. Big Bird and Snuffy are especially excited since they have never been on a hike before! Maria explains what great exercise it is and how many interesting things you can find around you. They don't get very far on their hike because they stop to observe things around them that they've never really noticed before- the bark and leaves of a tree, the colors of a pebble on the ground, and even a tap dancing spider! Even though they don't get very far, Big Bird and Snuffy had a great time on their very first hike!

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (211) The Wedding Scammer
Believing that the Wicked Witch is really the long lost daughter of a powerful king, Hacker agrees to marry her, convinced that their union will double his power and Motherboard will never be able to defeat him. What Hacker doesn’t know is that Wicked has secretly hidden away the REAL long- lost daughter of the king and stolen her identity. The kids must think their way through an intricate series of puzzles to free the real daughter. Will they succeed and get back to the wedding before Hacker and Wicked say "I do"? Math Topic: Making Hard Problems Easier; NCTM Links: Problem Solving. *With special guest star Al Roker*

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (501) Arthur and the Big Riddle/Double Dare
In "Arthur and the Big Riddle" Alex Trebec guest stars as the famous host of "Riddle Quest," Alex Lebec. Arthur is going to be a contestant and his friends are a little too anxious to help in prepare. They may end up helping him over the edge. When he ends up in second place he becomes a hero, afterall for a lifetime supply of choco-sticks, second place IS the best! In "Double Dare" Arthur, Francine, Buster and Brain have all dared eachother to skip school so that they can watch "Dark Bunny" instead of doing homework. Francine doesn’t get the message that everyone else has chicked out and now they must help her get IN to school.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (215) Another Fine Mess/King Mac
Another Fine Mess - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be Responsible When Emily Elizabeth puts off the responsibility of cleaning her room, the mess grows until she can’t find anything. She spends so much time trying to find things that she misses out on fun activities like reading to Clifford and playing with her friends. She soon learns that taking care of responsibility now can save a lot of trouble later. King Mac - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be Respectful When T-Bone thinks he is responsible for getting Mac in trouble, he goes overboard to help Mac in any way he can. But Mac shows a lack of respect for their friendship by taking advantage of his little friend's guilt.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (212) Back to the Fairy Tales - Part 1
Back to the Fairy Tales - Cassie brings Kiki and Finn to the School in the Sky, but the little dragons start to fuss. Even listening to favorite stories doesn’t help. But what if they could visit the characters in person? With Quetzal’s permission, the gang takes the toddlers into Quetzal’s Pop Up Book, where if you say "I imagine," whatever you picture will appear on the pages. Once inside, they use their imaginations to help out their favorite characters. Goldilocks spills all the porridge? Imagine pizzas instead! What to do with all the leftover pizza? Give it to the Old Lady Who Lives in a Shoe! And when they go to visit Jack and the Beanstalk, only to find that Jack has lost his magic beans, the gang uses their imagination to enlist the help of King Midas. Their adventures end with a pizza party for all their storybook friends - and everyone has a wonderful time, especially Kiki and Finn.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (107) Up The River (Mandan and Bismarck, North Dakota)
Following in the footsteps of Lewis and Clark, Buster takes a canoe trip with the Stensley family. Along the way they introduce him to Norwegian music, language, and dance that make up their family traditions. The adventures continue with the Miller family who share their favorite pastime: motocross racing.

10:30 AM  CAILOU (120) My Family
Poor Rexie doesn’t know anything about his family. He doesn’t have any photos or papers. Caillou learns how to use a camera to take pictures of his family. Caillou remembers when Gilbert was just a kitten and he joined the family. On a trip to the zoo, Caillou and his family meet all sorts of animal families.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (117) Too Much Vacation/The Giant Mall
TOO MUCH VACATION: From the moment the Bear Family arrives at their mountain cabin, Papa’s promise of ‘the best vacation ever’ begins going down hill like an alpine avalanche. Not only is the cabin a shack, but also the lake has more weeds than the Sargasso Sea and the only thing biting are the mosquitoes. It becomes increasingly difficult for Papa to keep a smile on his face as he slips down muddy slopes, breaks through the bottom of the rotten rowboat and is chased by little forest critters. Ultimately it rains so much, the run off floods them out and carries a sleeping Papa out to the middle of the lake on his mattress. That’s the last straw. Papa’s best vacation ever has turned out to be the worst vacation ever. It’s only when the cubs show Papa the snapshots they’ve been taking of him and the so called calamities that he finally realizes how much fun they’ve been having all along because having fun is just a matter of attitude.

ARTHUR (505) The Lousy Week/You Are Arthur
"The Lousy Week"—An army of lice has descended on the heads of Lakewood Elementary. Who or what is strong enough to defeat them? Principal Haney? Nurse Flynn? Mayonnaise? "You Are Arthur"—What if you could live in the Read house? What if you could run a race in Elwood City? What if you could be Arthur for a day? Kids can view Arthur’s life through his very own eyes in this special episode.

MAYA & MIGUEL (125) The Bet
When Maya comes to believe that Miguel has grown overly obsessed with playing videogames, she challenges him to go cold turkey. He agrees — on the condition that she refrain from meddling in other people’s business. Whoever gives in first will do the other’s chores for two weeks. Miguel has to summon all his strength to resist the lure of electronic games, while Maya is going batty trying to keep herself from offering advice to friends in need. Finally, Maggie has a problem that’s just too much for Miguel to solve by himself, so he gives up on the bet in order to enlist Maya’s help to find one more big idea.

CYBERCHASE (213) A Time to Cook
Hacker finds the part he needs to fix his Magnetic Magnotube - a machine that would disable Motherboard forever - in a most unlikely place. All he has to do to get it is win a cooking contest on the hit cyberspace TV show, THE FEARLESS CHEF. Hacker’s plan? To kidnap his competition. But the Cybersquad is on to him. The girls go on a rescue mission to save the Fearless Chef, while Matt and Digit take on Hacker. Digit is already a celebrity chef, so this should be a piece of cake. They must race the clock and Hacker to cook three delicious dishes in three outrageous locations. Will Digit beat Hacker? Only time will tell. Math Topic: Elapsed Time; NCTM Links: Measurement.
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6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (715) Three Lines, Three Corners
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about triangles. First, they play triangle hop-scotch, but then wander around the park and in the caboose pointing out different triangles. The kids decide to do craft projects using mainly the triangle shape. Finally, as Mario is preparing for his weekend family camping trip, Barney and the kids imagine that it is night and they have a campfire with s’mores in the park.

7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4038) Big Bird Writes A Story
Big Bird has written a story and everyone is excited to hear him read it out loud. Big Bird begins to read the story to all of his friends on Sesame Street and as he reads we see his friends acting out the story. As Big Bird nears the end of the story everyone waits with obvious anticipation. Then, Big Bird has no ending! He can’t figure out how to end the story. The problem is solved, however, when everyone comes up with their own possibilities for story endings. Everyone has a chance to tell their own ending and finally Big Bird comes up with his very own ending that combines everyone’s great ideas.

8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (306) The Grapes of Plath
A terrible cyberglitch afflicts the young prince of the Crab Kingdom and the CyberSquad must cure him and stop Hacker before all is lost.

8:30 AM ARTHUR (909) D. W. Beats All/Buster The Myth Maker
D.W. Beats All - After the Tibbles get a set of drums to play at the music festival, D.W. is determined to get an even bigger and louder one. But when Mom tells her she can’t get everything she wants (gasp!) D.W. realizes that she can march to a different beat. Buster the Myth Maker - Buster is always telling the most incredible stories - like the one about the rat in the soda bottle, or grasshopper eyes in Crinkle-Chaw gum! Now he claims there is a tiger in the state forest, which of course explains all those missing dogs. (Huh?) Can Arthur help Buster separate fact from fiction in order to solve this mystery?

9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (119) Fluffed Up Cleo/Team Spirit
Fluffed Up Cleo - When Cleo wins the esteemed honor of Fluffiest Dog of Birdwell Island, it’s all she can talk about! Clifford and T-Bone bear with the new star, but it takes a lot of patience. When Cleo gets a dose of her own medicine from Mac, she learns that bragging all of the time can be boring - it’s okay to be proud of an accomplishment, but be careful to be respectful of others. Team Spirit - After Jetta tells Vaz that his poor soccer skills are holding back their team, Vaz tries to sit out the rest of the game. In the end, both Jetta and Vaz learn that being part of a team is more important than winning games.

9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (136) Ord Sees The Light/The Ugly Dragling
"Ord Sees The Light"--Max’s reunion with his frog friend Hoppy is cut short when Hoppy hops off after a floating dandelion seed. Max, Emmy and Ord give chase until Hoppy disappears into a cave and Ord, who’s afraid of the dark, comes to a halt. He knows how much Max wants to play with Hoppy, so he reminds himself that he was just fine the last time he went into the dark with his friends. In addition to using strategies that worked last time, Ord tries new ways of coping like holding his friends’ hands and cuddling his teddy dragon. “The Ugly Dragling”--Max and Emmy meet Priscilla, a dragon who is embarrassed because of her odd-looking plume of big, bulky feathers. The gang helps her feel better by explaining that being different isn’t a bad thing because everyone is different in some way. Priscilla agrees to go with her friends to help stop Mungus the Giant’s sneezing fit.

10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (106) Sleepy In Seattle (Seattle, Washington)
All this traveling has Buster frazzled, and in Seattle, he’s developed a bad case of insomnia. Luckily, Buster meets Russ and Rebecca, who teach him Tai Chi to soothe his mind and body. Buster’s newfound state of mind comes in handy as he catches flying fish with fishmongers at Pike Place fish market.

10:30 AM CAILOU (109) Traveling
Trains, boats, cars, planes; Caillou is learning about travel. Caillou and Grandpa fix up an old toy boat and sail it on the lake in the park. Then Caillou and Dad explore the many things to do on a train during a cross-country family trip. Back home, Caillou helps Dad wash the car and pretends they’re zooming down the road. But it’s even more exciting when he gets to sit in the cockpit during his first plane flight. The puppets, however, are getting nowhere fast. Rexy thinks he can drive around the world until Gilbert explains about oceans. And Teddy attaches wings to his back, pretending to fly. It’s a good thing one can travel by walking, too!

11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (118) The Excuse Note/on the Job
THE EXCUSE NOTE: Sister sees the upside of having a twisted ankle when she presents the teacher with a note from home, excusing her from the rigors of gym class. She prolongs her convalescence as long as she can, but when Teacher Jane spots her running and playing at recess, her respite from gym class is over. Ultimately, Sister wants to get in shape for the soccer team
tryouts and realizes the hard work of gym class will help her become the athlete she hopes to be. ON THE JOB: When Teacher Bob assigns his class a project on what they’d like to do when they grow up, everyone seems to know where their interests lie except Brother. After exploring Bear Country to see what types of jobs there are, Brother discovers he’s interested in many things. Now his problem is deciding which one to include in his project.

11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1606) Josephine The Short-Neck Giraffe Story
Mister Rogers visits the San Diego Wild Animal Park. Guide Joan Embery shows him live giraffes, elephants, tigers and other animals like the pretend ones featured in this week’s musical story for children, "Josephine the Short-Neck Giraffe."

2:30 PM  READING RAINBOW (510) Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters
MUFARO'S BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTERS is an African tale written by John Steptoe and read by Phylicia Rashad for READING RAINBOW. Lavar Burton hosts this special episode on African culture and Black American heritage. Segments include how African drums are made with a drum maker and a musician who collects and plays African instruments. There’s is a final dance performance by "Forces of Nature" who mix African dance with new movements.

3:00 PM  JAKERS (129) Trial and Error
When Dannan’s school bag is chewed to pieces, Finnegan the donkey is the likely suspect. The kids hold a "trial" in the barn, where witnesses tell different versions of the crime. When it is revealed that Finnegan was not to blame, everyone learns an important lesson about the dangers of making accusations without knowing all the facts. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones shows us a local elementary school where the students recreate their own version of the trial scene from "Trial and Error."

3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (115) Buster's Road Rules (Tucson, Arizona)
Buster joins Carlos and Mora on a road trip through the Sonora Desert. En route, they load up on snacks at a Latin American grocery store, meet Ariana who plays in a local Mariachi band, and cope with flat tires and car breakdowns with help from expert desert dwellers.

4:00 PM  ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera... Opera/All Worked Up
Lights, Camera ...Opera! - When Muffy’s Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn’t be more excited, until she discovers that she’s going to ... gasp! ... the opera. How will she even understand what’s going on let alone stay awake? Opera singer Rodney Gilfray guest stars to show Muffy why Bizet’s "Carmen" can be a whole lot more fun than ’Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced five quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom’s schedule is disrupting his perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they’ll always be priority number one.

4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (126) The Cheery Chipper Cupid Sisters
Maya and her friends are in love with the new girls action cartoon, "The Cheery Chipper Cupid Sisters". They join the fan club, wear the t-shirts, chant the chants, and begin to drive their friends and families up a wall. Things only get worse when their efforts to spread sweetness, happiness and love in the manner of their two- dimensional idols seem to backfire. Only a very surreal experience of trying to find a bird-napped Paco makes Maya realize that perhaps she’s taken this latest fad a bit too far.

5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (305) The Creech Who Would Be Crowned
The CyberSquad is summoned to Tikiville to stop Hacker from winning a race that would allow him to take over the cybersite. Upon arrival, Matt and Jackie tease Inez about her big vocabulary, so she decides to say just one small word -- "Bye!" She splits from the group and teams up with a Tikiville girl named Creech. Creech considers it her destiny to rule the land her family once ruled for so many years. Hacker, of course, is out to win any way he can. The kids have to overcome their differences as well as use their knowledge of direction and distance to help Creech take a shortcut to the finish line...but will they cross it before Hacker?
6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (716) A Parade of Bikes
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the kids are getting ready for a bike parade. Nick, who is bringing the decorations, has an accident and his bike needs to be fixed. Luckily, Mr. Boyd is there to help. Baby Bop comes by, showing off her skill at riding her tricycle. The kids review important bike safety tips, including remembering to look both ways before crossing the street. Once Nick’s bike is fixed, the kids finish decorating their bikes with balloons from Barney.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4047) Telly’s Afraid to Play with Baby Bear
When Baby Bear and Telly are playing basketball, Telly accidentally hits Baby Bear in the nose. It really hurts, but Gina takes a look at it and says it should be okay. Baby Bear is ready to play some more, but Telly is petrified of hurting his best friend again. He is even too afraid of hurting Baby Bear to play with his triangle collection. Baby Bear starts to get very sad and expresses how frustrated he is that he can’t play with his friend Telly. Gina comes by and talks to him about his feelings. She suggests that he tell Telly how he feels. Baby Bear and Telly discuss their feelings together and Telly is able to see that his fear of hurting Baby Bear on the outside was actually causing him to hurt Baby Bear on the inside. They are able to solve their conflict by talking through the problem and they continue playing.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (305) The Creech Who Would Be Crowned
The CyberSquad is summoned to Tikiville to stop Hacker from winning a race that would allow him to take over the cybersite. Upon arrival, Matt and Jackie tease Inez about her big vocabulary, so she decides to say just one small word -- "Bye!" She splits from the group and teams up with a Tikiville girl named Creech. Creech considers it her destiny to rule the land her family once ruled for so many years. Hacker, of course, is out to win any way he can. The kids have to overcome their differences as well as use their knowledge of direction and distance to help Creech take a shortcut to the finish line...but will they cross it before Hacker?

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (908) The "A" Team/Emily Swallows A Horse
The "A" Team - Francine and Brain are the best players on the soccer team and, well, sometimes they wish their teammates could take the game a bit more seriously. So when they make the Elwood City All-Stars Traveling Team, they’re as happy as they could be. Ore are they? Is winning really everything - or is there something about playing with friends that can’t be beat. Emily Swallows a Horse - Emily really wants the sparkly ball D.W. just found, so she tells a little white lie about how Marie-Helene actually gave it to her. No harm done, right? But then Emily has to tell even bigger lies to cover her story! Will she be like that old woman in the fairy tale, who had to swallow the horse to eat her lie... er, fly?

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (216) Who Moved My Bone/Clifford The Pirate King
Who Moved My Bone - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be A Good Friend When Cleo accuses T-Bone of trying to steal her bone, Clifford gets caught in the middle of his two feuding friends. His efforts finally pay off when Cleo and T-Bone realize that their friendship is worth more than a silly old bone. Clifford the Pirate King - Clifford’s Big Idea: Work Together After reading the book Treasure Island in school, the kids decide to throw a "Treasure Island" theme party. Clifford helps them prepare for the festivities on Charley’s houseboat. But once the party begins, they discover Clifford is too big for the boat. The kids choose to relocate the party rather than let Clifford feel left out.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (137) Out with the Garbage/Lights, Camera, Dragon
"Out With The Garbage"--Zak is confident Wheezie will love his big surprise, but Max and Emmy aren’t so sure. Wheezie is horrified to find Zak has cleaned up her side of the room! Zak is baffled by his sister’s reaction. After all, he only threw out the "junk." But they are "treasures" to Wheezie, and she must get them back! When her broken paintbrush and old tongs come in handy along the way, Zak starts to realize that maybe some "junk" actually is good for something. "Lights, Camera, Dragon!"--Emmy’s playing director with a video camera in Dragon Land. When Ord’s pet mouse runs away, Ord takes off in hot pursuit, Cassie is cast as detective and "The Great Dragon Mouse mystery" is on! Max feels bad when Emmy says the video is about dragons so he can’t be in it. He offers to help with music, but Emmy gives that part to Zak and Wheezie. Frustrated and sad, Max storms off. Emmy doesn’t want to break for lunch, so the others leave too.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (115) Buster’s Road Rules (Tucson, Arizona)
Buster joins Carlos and Mora on a road trip through the Sonora Desert. En route, they load up on snacks at a Latin American grocery store, meet Ariana who plays in a local Mariachi band, and cope with flat tires and car break downs with help from expert desert dwellers.

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (110) Puppy Love
Cat-loving Caillou discovers dogs, and Gilbert is jealous! Caillou and Dad bring home a lost pooch, and by the time they find its owner, Caillou is attached to his new pup pal. Later in the park, a stranger’s fierce dog scares Caillou. Then he meets the kind
"seeing eye" companion of a blind woman. Caillou's so intrigued by the dog's abilities that he and Mom visit a training school where these special dogs learn their skills. Caillou decides he wants a dog of his own, but Mom and Dad remind him he has Gilbert to love and care for. It's a reminder not lost on Teddy and Rexy, whose dress-up game of puppies rouses the sleeping Gilbert, their very favorite cat.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (119) Too Small for the Team/The Prize Pumpkin

TOO SMALL FOR THE TEAM: Sister is keen on joining the school soccer team, but Coach Brown thinks she still has some growing to do before she's ready to compete with the bigger cubs. Sister grudgingly accepts the position of team manager instead. It's a tough job and Sister's perseverance doesn't go unnoticed by the coach, who ultimately invites her to play in a big soccer match.

THE PRIZE PUMPKIN: Papa's longstanding friendship with Farmer Ben becomes strained when winning first place at a pumpkin growing contest becomes far too important. On Thanksgiving Day, after his pumpkin fails to take the blue ribbon, Papa is thankful that Farmer Ben still wants to be his friend in spite his unneighbourly behavior during the competition.

11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1607) Josephine The Short-Neck Giraffe Story

Mister Rogers visits a film processing plant to learn how people turn an unexposed roll of film into finished photographs. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, the Neighbors continue their preparations for "Josephine the Short-Neck Giraffe," Fred Rogers' 13th musical story for MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.

2:30 PM  BETWEEN THE LIONS (403) Three Goats, No Waiting

Lionel writes and directs a play of "The Three Billy Goats Gruff," but who in the library can act scary enough to be the hungry troll? Designated Reader: Meredith Vieira. Key word: goat. Target vowel: oa.

3:00 PM  JAKERS (130) Rain, Rain, Go Away

When Mr. and Mrs. Winks have to go out in the rain to repair a fence, Pigglewix must keep Molly inside and entertained. He quickly realizes that what is fun for him isn't necessarily fun for Molly. Pigglewix uses his ingenuity to come up with some great games they both can play and enjoy—and discovers how much fun it is to be a truly helpful older brother! Jakers!

3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (114) Good Ol' Tyme (Whitesburg, Kentucky)

Just because Buster's traveling doesn't mean that he gets out of Mr. Ratburn's assignments. He and Binky must complete a history report, but Buster is in rural Kentucky where Los Viajeros are performing, and there isn't a museum or historical statue in sight. Luckily, Carlos and Mora introduce him to fiddlers Randy and Rossi, and clogger Catherine, and the report on fiddling, square dancing and traditional Old Timey music gets an "A."

4:00 PM  ARTHUR (904) Buster's Green Thumb/My Fair Tommy

Buster's Green Thumb - Buster finds out that his collection of old food makes excellent compost—which makes for even better tomatoes! But he's dismayed when he runs out of fresh veggies to give away. Until his new friend who runs the community garden shows him what it takes to grow and care for his own plants. My Fair Tommy - Neither of the Tibble twins has ever won the coveted "Good Behavior of the Week" cupcake award. When Tommy sets his sights on getting the prize, can D.W. show him how it's done, or will Timmy stand in his way?

4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (127) Team Santos

Maya accidentally sets off an air horn during an important soccer play, ruining Miguel's kick and losing the game for him. Feeling terrible, she embarks upon a plan to cheer him up. If he could only win the big carnival competition, he'd feel a lot better... and also perhaps forgive Maya. Unfortunately, the carnival competition pits Miguel against the soccer player who beat him in the previous game... and all his athletic brothers! Maya and Miguel must compete against them with the only family members at their disposal: Abuela Elena, Tito, and Paco. Maya's plan is unraveling: there's no way they can win against the other team. But Abuela Elena points out that there's more to competing than just winning. It's also important to have fun! It turns out that Abuela was a ringer all along, and with her help, they win the carnival competition. But, more importantly, they also have a great time!

5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (108) And They Counted Happily Ever After

(topic: Number Sense) - Hacker kidnaps the King of this fractured fairytale world, and demands a ransom of golden eggs. The Wicked Witch then casts a spell, taking away everyone's ability to count and making it impossible for the fairy tale folk to gather the required large number of eggs. With the safety of the King at stake, the kids must help the fairy tale folk understand the role of place value in our number system before time runs out! The Big Idea: With numbers and a system, you have the power to keep track of anything and everything on earth.
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6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (717) It’s A Happy Day!
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the kids are looking for something new and fun to do. Beth comes up with the idea of a new holiday called Happy Day. The kids make a wish and everyone works together to make that wish come true. For example, Whitney’s wish was to play Three Little Kittens and BJ wants to go fishing. The gang also learn how you can tell if someone is happy or sad.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4039) Elmo and Zoe Pretend
Elmo and Zoe are pretending to be Kuzunkians from the planet Kuzunk. They wear special Kuzunkian hats and are visiting Sesame Street for the first time. They confer with each other in Kuzunkian and explore the people and places of the neighborhood. They meet Big Bird and a Bob and an Alan among others. They visit Hooper’s Store and try lentil soup for the first time. It’s good! They visit the Mail It Shop and learn about sending letters. They even learn about love. Elmo and Zoe learn that even though they are very different as Kuzunkians, they are always welcome on Sesame Street.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (108) And They Counted Happily Ever After
(topic: Number Sense) - Hacker kidnaps the King of this fractured fairytale world, and demands a ransom of golden eggs. The Wicked Witch then casts a spell, taking away everyone’s ability to count and making it impossible for the fairy tale folk to gather the required large number of eggs. With the safety of the King at stake, the kids must help the fairy tale folk understand the role of place value in our number system before time runs out! The Big Idea: With numbers and a system, you have the power to keep track of anything and everything on earth.

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (907) Three’s A Crowd/A Is for Angry
Three’s a Crowd - Prunella’s favorite time of day is early morning, when she and her Mom do yoga. So when her best friend Marina joins them, will Prunella feel that more is merrier... or that three’s a crowd? Can Prunella learn to share her Mom - or will she have to give up yoga forever? A is for Angry- When Arthur decides to take-on Brain at an all school checkers competition, everyone rallies behind the underdog. That is until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big "yowl." Will Arthur get his fan support back and does he even want it back?

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS (120) Oh Brother/Up, Up & Oops
Oh Brother - Little Lucy Sidarsky is having a hard time adjusting to the new baby in the family. Seeing this, Daffodil decides to share with her the story of Clifford’s arrival into Daffodil’s home. It takes some time, but Daffodil soon discovers the joy of being a "big sister and friend" to someone who needs her. Lucy has her own small revelation when she is able to stop her little brother from crying. Up, Up & Oops! - Emily Elizabeth, Nina and Shun decide to make their own kites for a special kite flying day at the park. But when neither girls’ kites will fly it looks like they won’t be able to participate in kite flying day. In the end, Shun shares his special Japanese kite making materials with his friends and this act of sharing saves the day for all involved.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (138) Bully for You/The Great White Cloud Whale
"Bully For You"--The School in the Sky has a new student named Spike, and he sure seems mean! He mocks Ord and Wheezie for trying to imitate his superior yo-yo skills. At the Meadows he hurts Cassie’s feelings and steals her basket. Cassie’s friends tell her the only way to stop a bully from picking on you is to stand up to him. But Quetzal helps her see things in a different way: Maybe Spike, who’s the new dragon on the block, acts mean because he is sad and lonely. ~~"The Great White Cloud Whale"--The kids and dragons are finishing when they spot Captain Scaliwag’s pirate ship. He’s searching for the Great White Cloud Whale, who’s swallowed his favorite ship. When they see the whale swimming through the sky, they help Scaliwag use balloon bait to try to trap him between two mountain peaks. But the whale grabs the bait and pulls their ship instead. When the string snaps and he swims away, Emmy tells Scaliwag not to give up.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (114) Good Ol’ Tyme (Whitesburg, Kentucky)
Just because Buster’s traveling doesn’t mean that he gets out of Mr. Ratburn’s assignments. He and Binky must complete a history report, but Buster is in rural Kentucky where Los Viajeros are performing, and there isn’t a museum or historical statue in sight. Luckily, Carlos and Mora introduce him to fiddlers Randy and Rossi, and clogger Catherine, and the report on fiddling, square dancing and traditional Old Timey music gets an "A."

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (111) Best Behavior
Sometimes it’s okay to be messy and loud, but Caillou is learning there are times and places when he has to be on his best behavior. During a Sunday brunch with the family at a fancy restaurant, Caillou minds his Ps and Qs; it’s Rosie who fools around under the buffet table! Caillou also conducts himself well when he’s Sarah’s guest at school at Little Brother or Sister Day. But he learns that good behavior also means being considerate of the feelings and belongings of others after he’s mean to Rosie and ruins one of her dolls. The rambunctious Rexy, too, gets lessons in good manners from Gilbert and Teddy -- but he’s still got a lot to learn!
**11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (120) The Bad Habit/Ferdy Factual**

THE BAD HABIT: Sister develops a habit of nail biting and various attempts to find a remedy are unsuccessful. When Brother notices a connection between Sister’s math anxiety and her nail biting, he offers his services as a tutor. Sister’s fingernails start growing back when she no longer worries about how to add and subtract fractions. FERDY FACTUAL: When Brother promises to help a new kid get settled in at school, he’s shocked to discover that Ferdy Factual is a stuck up know-it-all that corrects everyone including Teacher Bob. Although Brother tries harder than most to be Ferdy’s friend, the pint size genius continues to snub him. Regardless, when he becomes the laughing stock of the school, Ferdy finally realizes who his real friends are. Not only does Brother go to Ferdy’s defence, his example helps Ferdy understand that sometimes the best way to make friends is to be one. In return, Ferdy takes the opportunity Brother presents to him to make it up to everyone by using his smarts to help the school football team win an important victory.

**11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1608) Josephine The Short-Neck Giraffe Story**

The Neighborhood of Make-Believe presents "Josephine the Short-Neck Giraffe," a musical story for children by Fred Rogers. Today we meet Josephine, who feels badly because her neck is short. Her friend, Hazel Elephant, suggests that Josephine may feel more accepting of herself if she attends the School for Growing.

**2:30 PM  READING RAINBOW (1112) Uncle Jed’s Barbershop**

In this episode of “Reading Rainbow,” Levar goes back to his hometown barbershop. He tells his stories about growing up and having his hair cut every 2nd Friday. The book "UNCLE JED’S BARBERSHOP," by Margaree King Mitchell and read by Regina Taylor, tells the story about a man who worked his whole life to open his own barbershop. Through all of the pitfalls in the barber’s life he was still able to open the shop late in his life. The story also portrayed the racism that existed in the mid 1900’s. The program also included a terrific profile on a gospel group that have been together for 33 years. The kids review the books “Zora Hurston and the Chinaberry Tree,” “Alvin Ailey,” and “A Peddler’s Dream.”

**3:00 PM  JAKERS (131) A Touch of Spain**

A series of misunderstandings lead the villagers of Tara to believe that Don Toro and Ferny are moving back to Spain. In response, the townspeople decide to throw Don Toro a special birthday fiesta complete with Spanish music, dancing, food and even fireworks. Then they discover that Don Toro had only been planning a weekend trip to Dublin! Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones introduces us to several children from various backgrounds who share their cultural heritage with each other.

**3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (113) Swimming in the Desert (Phoenix, Arizona)**

In Phoenix, Buster checks out the Brophy Sports Campus, an elite training facility for swimmers that Francine has dreams of attending. There he meets Deni, an accomplished swimmer. Deni shows Buster the ins and outs of serious training and also shares his dream of becoming an astronaut.

**4:00 PM  ARTHUR (903) Arthur Weighs in/the Law of the Jungle Gym**

Arthur Weighs In - When Arthur doesn’t fit into his costume for the play, he’s shocked to learn that he’s gotten "husky-sized." Now he’s serious about getting in shape. Will he turn to an all-protein diet? Eat only herbs and berries? Or will he try something really radical...exercise?! The Law of the Jungle Gym - Muffy found the perfect place to take pictures with her new digital camera - the jungle gym. Unfortunately, it’s Tough Customer territory, and Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. But Crosswires do not compromise! Or, do they?

**4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (104) The Autograph**

When Paco unwittingly destroys Miguel’s favorite Orlando Cruz baseball card, Maya decides to fix the situation by getting an autograph from Orlando himself, who is coming to town that weekend with his team. What ensues is a Naked Gun-like series of escapades where the kids try to get ever closer to the star by impersonating a boy-band, hot dog vendors, and a big furry mascot.

**5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (208) A Whale of a Tale**

With special guest star Al Roker. A trip to R-Fair City nearly turns into a monster mash when Hacker abducts Glowla, a beautiful cyberlady who generates pure energy. Hacker is able to snatch Glowla by reprogramming her trick whale, Snout. As a result, Snout goes on a rampage. Digit and the kids must find Glowla and stop Snout before he totally destroys R-Fair City. The Big Idea: To be confident about your solution to a problem, make sure the answer is reasonable - that it is "in the ballpark". Math Topic: Ballpark Estimation; NCTM Links: Number and Operations Science Connection: Real-world checking of conclusions.
6:30 AM  **BARNEY & FRIENDS**  (718)  *My Family and Me*
This episode of Barney and Friends is all about family. The kids are invited to a picnic in the park, but they don’t know who the mysterious host is. They were asked to bring a family treasure along too. Barney teaches the kids the importance of family. After taking a break inside where the kids practice reading, the kids draw pictures of their families.

7:00 AM  **SESAME STREET**  (4083)  *Telly Learns to Catch A Ball*
While everybody's playing catch on Sesame Street, Telly sadly admits to Baby Bear that he doesn’t know how to catch a ball. Baby Bear assures Telly not to worry and tries to teach him how to catch. Much to Telly’s disappointment, he keeps missing, even after trying to hold out his hands and keep his eyes on the ball. Baby Bear, Rosita and Maria all try to help Telly with a few more strategies to catch a ball but no matter how hard he concentrates, Telly keeps missing the ball. He thinks that perhaps he should just give up when all of a sudden, Baby Bear comes back with the Manager of the New York Yankees, Joe Torre. Torre encourages Telly by telling him that he is doing everything right but since catching can be a hard thing to learn, he just needs to keep practicing. As Torre leaves, he throws Telly a beach ball and Telly catches it! Telly is thrilled that he caught the ball, and now wants to keep practicing more with Baby Bear. EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: Learning about coping w/ emotions, physical health, task persistence, self-esteem, what the body does, friendship, helping, and the geometric form: triangles. Guests: Joe Torre - (New York Yankees Manager) and Allan Houston - (New York Knicks)

8:00 AM  **CYBERCHASE**  (208)  *A Whale of a Tale*
With special guest star Al Roker. A trip to R-Fair City nearly turns into a monster mash when Hacker abducts Glowla, a beautiful cyberlady who generates pure energy. Hacker is able to snatch Glowla by reprogramming her trick whale, Snout. As a result, Snout goes on a rampage. Digit and the kids must find Glowla and stop Snout before he totally destroys R-Fair City. The Big Idea: To be confident about your solution to a problem, make sure the answer is reasonable - that it is "in the ballpark". Math Topic: Ballpark Estimation; NCTM Links: Number and Operations Science Connection: Real-world checking of conclusions.

8:30 AM  **ARTHUR**  (906)  *Arthur Makes Waves/It Came from Beyond*
Arthur Makes Waves - With the community pool closed for repairs and the temperature on the rise, Arthur and D.W. need a place to keep cool. After accepting an invitation to James's pool, they discover that his older sister is Molly, leader of the Tough Customers! Can Arthur and Molly get along-and if they can, will their friends let them? It Came From Beyond - Grandma Thora takes in a stray, an adorable little dog named Killer? It soon becomes clear that the name fits, as Killer bullies every person and animal in sight. Can Killer let her guard down long enough to make a few friends, or will she have to give up her new home?

9:00 AM  **CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG**  (217)  *Clifford’s Cookie Craving/Jetta’s Friend*
Clifford’s Cookie Craving - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be a Good Friend Mr. Bleakman bakes a giant cookie for the Birdwell Fair, then leaves it unattended. Clifford gets one whiff of it and, try as he might, simply can’t resist the temptation to taste it. Mr. Bleakman forgives the Big Dog when he realizes that everyone makes mistakes - including the mistake of leaving too big of a temptation in front of a child. Jetta’s Friend - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be a Good Friend When her pen pal visits the island, nothing goes as Jetta planned, but to her own surprise, she has fun anyway!

9:30 AM  **DRAGON TALES**  (139)  *To Do Or Not to Do/Much Ado About Nodlings*
"To Do or Not To Do"--Cassie reluctantly goes along when her friends suggest moving their game of Dragon Ball into a grove of trees. She knows it's not a good idea because the ball might get lost. And it does in an odd colored-cave. The others dash inside, but Cassie is suspicious of the squashy floor and decides to wait outside. The entrance slams shut and her friends are sent sliding down a dark, slippery tunnel into the stomach of a giant Dragonoceros! They shout rescue ideas to Cassie and, although none sound good, she good-naturedly gives each a try. When they don’t work, Cassie becomes determined to follow her own instincts and gain her friends' release by tickling the large animal. "Much Ado About Nodlings"--Max ignores Cassie’s warning to watch out for Nodlings in the grass and accidentally drives his toy bulldozer into a wagon the tiny gnomes are using to gather mushtrees. The Giant of Nod demands that Max fix their broken wagon. Although Max is a little reluctant to take responsibility, he and the gang try various ways to right the situation.

10:00 AM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER**  (113)  *Swimming in the Desert (Phoenix, Arizona)*
In Phoenix, Buster checks out the Brophy Sports Campus, an elite training facility for swimmers that Francine has dreams of attending. There he meets Deni, an accomplished swimmer. Deni shows Buster the ins and outs of serious training and also shares his dream of becoming an astronaut.

10:30 AM  **CAILLOU**  (112)  *The Starry Night*
Things that go bump in the night, and others that light up the sky, are on everyone’s mind today. A family corn-roast dinner at Grandma and Grandpa’s under the star-studded sky prompts Grandpa to bring out his telescope and introduce Caillou to the constellations, planets and moon. But fun turns to fear at bedtime when Caillou decides that a monster is lurking in his room. Maybe he’s picked up the puppets’ jitters; their own night under the stars convinces Rexy that a monster’s hovering over them! All’s well when Mom and Dad unmask Caillou’s monster as a tree branch on the window, and Rexy’s one-eyed monster turns out to be the shimmering moon!

11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (121) The Big Bloop/Nothing to Do
THE BIG BLOOP: While visiting her friend’s house, Sister watches a video intended for a teenage audience. The movie contains some "colorful" language, which Sister innocently repeats at the Bears’ dinner table. After Sister explains where she heard the offensive word, Mama tells her how their language has thousands of words to choose from, by picking words that show she respects the feelings of others, she’ll be saying a lot about herself. NOTHING TO DO: Mama finds Brother and Sister sad and grumpy because they have nothing to do. She suggests a number of entertaining things, but the cubs reject each one in turn. Not wanting them to suffer from boredom any longer, Mama finds jobs that need to be done around the house. All of a sudden the cubs have a change of heart; the entertaining things she suggested earlier now sound pretty good. However, seeing Mama and Papa working so hard compels Brother and Sister to roll up their sleeves and help with the work.

11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1609) Josephine The Short-Neck Giraffe Story
As Fred Rogers’ musical story for children, "Josephine the Short-Neck Giraffe" continues, Josephine and Hazel Elephant enroll at the School for Growing, where they meet a snake who can’t hiss, an elephant with stripes, and a very shy giraffe. But Josephine remains discouraged that her neck is short, and decides to leave the school.

2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (306) Huff and Puff
Whatever happened to the three little pigs after the wolf received his just deserts? Leona and Lionel want to know...so they write their own sequels to the story! Guest Stars: Teresa Weatherspoon of the New York Liberty and Vanessa Williams. Designated Reader: Susan Lucci. Key word: puff. Target vowel: short u

3:00 PM JAKERS (132) Dannan’s American Cousin
Dannan is excited when her cousin, Gaddie, comes to visit from the United States. But she gets jealous when it appears that Ferry and Piggley like Gaddie better than they like her. When Dannan’s jealousy gets the best of her and she ruins a fun afternoon, she learns that the best way to deal with bad feelings is to talk about them. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones shows an experiment in which a youngster is excluded from a parachute game. The youngster learns that it’s important to speak up early before bad feelings get the better of you.

3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (112) Hoops and Drums (Lander, Wyoming)
On the Wind River Reservation, Buster meets kids from the Shoshone and Northern Arapaho tribes who teach him Native traditions including drumming and pow wow dancing. He also learns about another important tradition in this community - basketball - when he gets to participate in a clinic with his new friend Stephan.

4:00 PM ARTHUR (902) Francine’s Big Top Trouble/George Blows His Top
Francine’s Big Top Trouble - Francine is sure she will be a star at circus camp. Since Catherine did so well there - how hard could it be? Well, very, it turns out. Will Francine ever get the hang of tumbling? And, more importantly, will she ever step out of her sister’s shadow? George Blows His Top - George is always more than happy to lend his pals whatever they need, especially Buster. But when Buster’s borrowing gets out of control, will George risk their friendship to say enough is enough!

4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (105) Rhymes with "Gato"
When Chrissy’s kitten runs away, Maya and her friends put up signs and spread the word about the lost "gato." Unfortunately, Maggie’s Spanish is terrible, and she tells people they’re missing a "pato" - a duck. Soon Maya is stuck with a disgruntled and irascible duck in her apartment, on the same afternoon, it turns out, that the landlord is coming by to make some repairs. And she still has to find the lost kitty.

5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (304) A Piece of the Action
Digit disappears while visiting his friends the Scritters, so Motherboard sends Matt, Jackie and Inez to investigate. They discover that Hacker has found a supply of Magnetite, and will use it to fill up a rocket capable of erasing all of Motherboard’s memory disks. Can the kids stop Hacker before he collects a hundred percent of the Magnetite he needs to launch the rocket, or will Motherboard be shut down once and for all?
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6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (719) Splish! Splash!
It’s a hot day in the park today and the kids are hot. When Barney arrives, he teaches the kids the importance of water - to keep things growing and to stay cool. After they water the plants in the park, the kids go in and make lemonade. After the sweet drink, Barney and BJ teach the kids to brush their teeth. Back outside, Barney and the gang imagine a pool and go swimming to cool down. Poor BJ doesn’t get to go swimming because Barney splashed all the water out of the pool.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4040) Zoe Challenges The Notion of "Girls" Games
Baby Bear and Telly are excited about playing games with Zoe. As she starts to suggest the various games she likes to play, Baby Bear and Telly try to predict what Zoe will play and imagine what it would be like to play these games. The games that Zoe wants to play are all for girls, not for boys! As it turns out, Zoe plays with dolls, has tea parties, dances, and plays with trucks in very unique ways. The whole group has a great time playing together!

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (304) A Piece of the Action
Digit disappears while visiting his friends the Scritters, so Motherboard sends Matt, Jackie and Inez to investigate. They discover that Hacker has found a supply of Magnetite, and will use it to fill up a rocket capable of erasing all of Motherboard’s memory disks. Can the kids stop Hacker before he collects a hundred percent of the Magnetite he needs to launch the rocket, or will Motherboard be shut down once and for all?

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera.... Opera!/All Worked Up
Lights, Camera ...Opera! - When Muffy’s Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn’t be more excited, until she discovers that she’s going to ... gasp! ... the opera. How will she even understand what’s going on let alone stay awake? Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey guest stars to show Muffy why Bizet’s “Carmen” can be a whole lot more fun than ’Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced five quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom’s schedule is disrupting his perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they’ll always be priority number one.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (218) Fishing Lessons/No Baths for Cleo
Fishing Lessons - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be Respectful Charley promises to teach Emily Elizabeth how to fish, then keeps putting it off until "tomorrow." At first Emily Elizabeth is understanding and uses the extra time to visit the library and check out books on fishing, but after a while, she’s hurt by Charley’s continuous cancellations. Emily Elizabeth and Jetta help him to realize that once a promise is made, it should be honored and respected. No Baths For Cleo - Clifford’s Big Idea: Be Respectful To avoid baths, Cleo runs away from home. With the help of her friends, she comes to understand and respect the fact that giving Cleo a bath is just one of the many ways Mrs. Diller shows her love.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (140) Don’t Bug Me/Over and Over
"Don’t Bug Me!"--To complete Quetzal’s collection of garden butterflies, the gang sets out to find a beautiful Flutterby. But Ord is scared of bugs and doesn’t like the idea of searching through flowers. Max sees the hunt as a great adventure and even decides to have fun scaring Ord with a spider. When Ord gets upset, a surprised ax laughs and Ord runs away. Max loves bugs and can’t understand how Ord, who is so much bigger than he, could be afraid of them. "Over and Over"--Max is discouraged because he can’t get across the monkey bars at school, so Emmy suggests he practice in Dragon Land. While their friends prepare for the annual Flower Festival, Max and Ord head for the playground. At first Max can only get past one bar, but with instruction from coach Ord and lots of practice kicking his legs, swinging his body and grabbing new bars, he eventually meets with some success.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (112) Hoops and Drums (Lander, Wyoming)
On the Wind River Reservation, Buster meets kids from the Shoshone and Northern Arapaho tribes who teach him Native traditions including drumming and pow wow dancing. He also learns about another important tradition in this community - basketball - when he gets to participate in a clinic with his new friend Stephan.

10:30 AM  CAILOU (113) Lost and Found
A day of new discoveries! Caillou loses his voice, finds a frog in his throat, and learns other neat ways to communicate, until the frog goes away. The puppets are also in on the discovery action when Rexy finds what he believes to be a magic Bauble on the ground. But when he finds out Didi lost her precious "thing," Rexy magically returns it to her. Caillou, later on, is missing one of his favorite socks. He searches the house, and accidentally locks himself in the basement. Daddy comes to the rescue -- only he locks himself in the basement too. All is well when Mommy saves them both and finds the missing sock.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (122) House of Mirrors/Too Much Pressure
HOUSE OF MIRRORS: When something she overhears mistakenly leads Sister to believe she has "big ears", nothing Mama can do will convince her otherwise. So instead Mama takes Sister to the carnival and to the House of Mirrors where their mirror images distort them in every way, shape and form imaginable - fat, thin, stretched, squished, until finally Sister finds herself staring at a mirror that makes her ears look truly elephantine. By comparison, Sister realizes that her ears are not big and that bears come in all shapes and sizes. The important thing is that our inner goodness speaks to who we are much more than our outward appearance does.

TOO MUCH PRESSURE: Between Brother's baseball, soccer and karate, Sister's gymnastics, art and swimming, Mama's quilting club and PTA and Papa's furniture orders and town council reforestation committee, The Bear Family can hardly squeeze in a visit to Gran and Gramps'. Devising a huge schedule board to try to keep track of who's coming and who's going where and when, they're surprised to discover it's completely filled. Ultimately things come to a head as Mama finds herself in a situation where she and the cubs are supposed to be in three places at once. At the same time, the car breaks down...and so does Mama. Realizing that they just have too much pressure, the Bear Family decide to cut down on the number of their activities. That way, with the pressure off, they all now have the time to truly enjoy the things they do.

11:30 AM  MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1610) Josephine The Short-Neck Giraffe Story
"Josephine the Short-Neck Giraffe," Fred Rogers' 13th musical story for children, concludes today as shy J. R. Giraffe helps Josephine learn to accept her neck the way it is, and Josephine helps J. R. feel more confident. The musical ends with everyone singing, "I'm Glad I'm the Way I Am."

3:00 PM  JAKERS (133) Waking Thor
Ferny is distraught when his pet fish, Thor, dies. Piggley and Dannan try to help Ferny by distracting him with games and play, but Ferny doesn't seem to be getting "better." The townsfolk pitch in and hold a wake for Thor to help Ferny talk about and share his feelings and to celebrate the happiness Thor brought him. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones narrates as we visit various cultures around the world and discover how they deal with death in their unique ways.

3:30 PM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (111) Rock and Roll (Boulder, Colorado)
Amidst the splendor of El Dorado Canyon in Boulder, Buster climbs mountains - literally - and faces his insecurities. A group of enthusiastic young rock climbers show Buster how to overcome a challenge, one step at a time.

4:00 PM  ARTHUR (901) Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales
Castles In the Sky - The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. It was the best place to hang out in the whole world. Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales - Everyone in Arthur's chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. Everyone knows nothing beats that post-concert cheesecake at Finklemeyers! But when strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher, the gang worries - will music class ever be fun again?

4:30 PM  MAYA & MIGUEL (106) La Nueva Cocinita
While Maya and Miguel are searching with their Abuela Elena for treasures through her seemingly bottomless trunk of memories, they happen upon an old menu from her defunct restaurant "La Cocinita." She rhapsodizes dreamily about the menu - summoning magical concoctions with mystical powers that can cure an ill-tempered grouch. After a walk around the neighborhood, they see grumpiness and general disharmony everywhere, and Maya quickly decides that not only Abuela Elena, but the whole neighborhood is in need of a New Cocinita to bring happiness and harmony to everyone with the magic of the old recipes. Enlisting her friends to be the kitchen and wait staff, Maya prepares for the big opening night over Miguel's steady stream of protests and warnings. Of course, Maya and her crew soon get in over their heads...

5:00 PM  CYBERCHASE (209) Double Trouble
With special guest star Geoffrey Holder. Out for revenge, Hacker invades Shangri-La and imprisons Master Pi. The kids and Digit arrive as Hacker searches for the Good Vibration - the source of peace and happiness on the cybersite. Trouble doubles with unexpected results for the kids as well as Hacker, Buzz and Delete. Will the good vibrations continue, or will Hacker turn Shangri La into Shangri Blah? The Big Idea: When something grows by doubling, it gets large surprisingly fast, growing ever faster the longer the doubling continues. Math Topic: Growth by Doubling; NCTM Links: Algebra *Science Connection: Comparing growth and patterns of change.
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6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (911) Coming On Strong
Barney demonstrates the benefits of exercise and healthy habits.

7:00 AM  GEORGE SHRINKS (108) Toy George
George’s work on his school production of “Pinocchio” is interrupted by the arrival of SKYLER, his little cousin-once-removed. George ducks Skyler’s attempts to get him to play with her until she tries to “play with” George - literally - as if he were a living toy. Finally, George has his cake and eats it too as he uses his Pinocchio rehearsal to simultaneously entertain Junior and their cousin.

7:30 AM  CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS (120) Oh Brother/Up, Up & Oops
Oh Brother - Little Lucy Sidarsky is having a hard time adjusting to the new baby in the family. Seeing this, Daffodil decides to share with her the story of Clifford’s arrival into Daffodil’s home. It takes some time, but Daffodil soon discovers the joy of being a “big sister and friend” to someone who needs her. Lucy has her own small revelation when she is able to stop her little brother from crying. Up, Up & Oops! - Emily Elizabeth, Nina and Shun decide to make their own kites for a special kite flying day at the park. But when neither girls’ kites will fly it looks like they won’t be able to participate in kite flying day. In the end, Shun shares his special Japanese kite making materials with his friends and this act of sharing saves the day for all involved.

8:00 AM  THOMAS & FRIENDS (103) Personality
James Gets a New Coat - James gets a new coat of paint and spends more time looking at his reflection than working. When he’s given an extra messy job to make up for it, he doesn’t look so special anymore. Best Dressed Engine - All the engines enter the Best Dressed Engine competition - except Gordon, who thinks he is too important to be decorated. But when a big colorful banner gets caught on his funnel, Gordon is voted the best dressed engine after all. Thomas Saves the Day - Annie and Clarabel help Thomas with a tricky corner on his new route. So when Sir Topham Hatt announces that Annie and Clarabel are to be re-fit, Thomas is worried. When a runaway train of troublesome trucks gets loose, Thomas must figure out the bend on his own. He finds that the “difficult bend” is not so difficult anymore.

8:30 AM  BOB THE BUILDER (112) Using Clues
Bob and the team investigate some unexplained goings-on. What can be the solution to Mr Beasley’s Noisy Pipes? Bob’s biscuits are going missing in Pilchard and the Field Mice, what can be the cause? And Bob’s tools are going missing. Is Scruffty really to blame? Find out in Scruffty on Guard.

9:00 AM  ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera…. Opera/All Worked Up
Lights, Camera …Opera! - When Muffy’s Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn’t be more excited, until she discovers that she’s going to … gasp! … the opera. How will she even understand what’s going on let alone stay awake? Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey guest stars to show Muffy why Bizet’s “Carmen” can be a whole lot more fun than ‘Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced five quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom’s schedule is disrupting his perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they’ll always be priority number one.

9:30 AM  MAYA & MIGUEL (126) The Cheery Chipper Cupid Sisters
Maya and her friends are in love with the new girls action cartoon, “The Cheery Chipper Cupid Sisters”. They join the fan club, wear the t-shirts, chant the chants, and begin to drive their friends and families up a wall. Things only get worse when their efforts to spread sweetness, happiness and love in the manner of their two- dimensional idols seem to backfire. Only a very surreal experience of trying to find a bird-napped Paco makes Maya realize that perhaps she’s taken this latest fad a bit too far.

10:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (305) The Creech Who Would Be Crowned
The CyberSquad is summoned to Tikiville to stop Hacker from winning a race that would allow him to take over the cybersite. Upon arrival, Matt and Jackie tease Inez about her big vocabulary, so she decides to say just one small word -- “Bye!” She splits from the group and teams up with a Tikiville girl named Creech. Creech considers it her destiny to rule the land her family once ruled for so many years. Hacker, of course, is out to win any way he can. The kids have to overcome their differences as well as use their knowledge of direction and distance to help Creech take a shortcut to the finish line… but will they cross it before Hacker?

10:30 AM  JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLE WINKS (129) Trial and Error
When Dannan’s school bag is chewed to pieces, Finnegans the donkey is the likely suspect. The kids hold a “trial” in the barn, where witnesses tell different versions of the crime. When it is revealed that Finnegans was not to blame, everyone learns an important
lesson about the dangers of making accusations without knowing all the facts. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones shows us a local elementary school where the students recreate their own version of the trial scene from "Trial and Error."
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6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (911) Coming On Strong
Barney demonstrates the benefits of exercise and healthy habits.

7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4042) Fish-Sitters for Dorothy
Elmo really, really wants to go to a baseball game with Gordon but he doesn’t want to leave Dorothy alone. He wants to find a fish-sitter who could watch Dorothy in his absence. Both Baby Bear and Telly volunteer. Elmo explains all of the necessary skills and responsibilities involved in being a good fish-sitter. One would need to feed Dorothy, sing to Dorothy, make funny faces, and so on. Baby Bear and Telly compete for the position. Elmo ends up saying that Dorothy is only comfortable with Elmo. Finally, Gordon agrees to take Dorothy with them to the baseball game.

8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (209) Double Trouble
With special guest star Geoffrey Holder. Out for revenge, Hacker invades Shangri-La and imprisons Master Pi. The kids and Digit arrive as Hacker searches for the Good Vibration - the source of peace and happiness on the cybersite. Trouble doubles with unexpected results for the kids as well as Hacker, Buzz and Delete. Will the good vibrations continue, or will Hacker turn Shangri-La into Shangri-Blah? The Big Idea: When something grows by doubling, it gets large surprisingly fast, growing ever faster the longer the doubling continues. Math Topic: Growth by Doubling; NCTM Links: Algebra *Science Connection: Comparing growth and patterns of change.

8:30 AM ARTHUR (904) Buster’s Green Thumb/My Fair Tommy
Buster’s Green Thumb - Buster finds out that his collection of old food makes excellent compost - which makes for even better tomatoes! But he’s dismayed when he runs out of fresh veggies to give away, until his new friend who runs the community garden shows him what it takes to grow and care for his own plants. My Fair Tommy - Neither of the Tibble twins has ever won the coveted “Good Behavior of the Week” cupcake award. When Tommy sets his sights on getting the prize, can D.W. show him how it’s done, or will Timmy stand in his way?

9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (219) Flood of Imagination/Lights Out
Flood of Imagination - It’s raining and Cleo’s going stir-crazy with boredom! But Clifford comes to her rescue by helping her to imagine an exciting action/adventure story. Lights Out - Mr. Bleakman and Clifford save the day when a big power failure threatens to paralyze Birdwell Island.

9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (317) Moving On/Head Over Heels
Moving On - Cassie’s favorite big sister, Sophie, is going away to cooking school and Cassie is devastated to see her go. Enrique sings a Spanish farewell song as the sisters embrace. The gang tries to cheer her up about missing Sophie. They take her to their favorite spots in Dragon Land to have fun, but everywhere they go, Cassie is reminded of Sophie and is sad all over again. Enrique suggests that instead of trying to forget Sophie, Cassie do something that reminds her of Sophie. Cassie decides to make Gooberry Pudding, one of their favorite recipes, but finds she is sad making it without Sophie. When Cassie’s little sister comes wanting to help, Cassie decides to teach her little sister to cook, just like Sophie taught her - and feels much better! Head Over Heels - Quetzal’s brother Fernando is sick. When Quetzal asks the gang to bring him a delicious bowl of gazpacho, they are eager to help. To get there, however, they must pass by Trumpy the trollbooth troll. The toll? One cartwheel each. This worries Emmy, who’s embarrassed to admit that she doesn’t know how to cartwheel. Her friends help: Ord shows her how to balance; Cassie explains the “ready, hand-hand, foot-foot” method; and Zak and Wheezie coach her in keeping her arms straight. Emmy keeps on trying, and even though she’s frustrated, she gradually improves. When they reach the bridge, the gang encourages a nervous Emmy to do her best, and everyone cartwheels successfully enough to cross the bridge and deliver the soup to a grateful Fernando. On the way back, everyone is surprised to learn that Trumpy is sad because he can’t do a cartwheel himself and hoped to learn by watching everybody else pay the "toll." The gang, including Emmy, is happy to help him learn.

10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (111) Rock and Roll (Boulder, Colorado)
Amidst the splendor of El Dorado Canyon in Boulder, Buster climbs mountains - literally - and faces his insecurities. A group of enthusiastic young rock climbers show Buster how to overcome a challenge, one step at a time.

10:30 AM CAILLOU (114) Just for Laughs
Caillou’s clowning around today and having a wonderful time. Seeing Bravo the magician at a friend’s birthday party inspires Caillou to become Caillou the Great and put on a magic show of his own. Later, he plays the clown for a wary Rosie, who’s afraid of clowns until Caillou shows her they’re just people wearing silly costumes. Caillou also gets to go to a parade, have another pretend parade with Dad, and even makes puppet clowns with Grandma. Meanwhile, the resident puppets, Rexy, Teddy and Gilbert, trade jokes and hearty laughter.
11:00 AM  **BERENSTAIN BEARS (123)** *Visit Fun Park/Perfect Fishing Spot*

**VISIT FUN PARK:** A ream of free ride tickets given to Mama at the supermarket prompts the Bear family to go to the amusement park. Brother boasts to friends and family that he'll fearlessly ride the legendary Thunderbolt roller coaster. However, when Brother sees how scary the ride actually is, he spends the rest of his day desperately trying to avoid it. The moment of reckoning for his boastful behavior comes, as Brother is about to board the dreaded ride and backs out at the last moment. **PERFECT FISHING SPOT:** Deciding that they're going to make Gran and Gramps' anniversary dinner special, Papa sets out to catch a prize winning fish as the main course and Mama sets out to make one of her blue ribbon pies for dessert. However one thing after the other gets in their way to the point they find themselves with no fish, no pie and no time. Ultimately it's the cubs who help Mama and Papa realize that it's not what's on the table but who comes to it that makes a dinner special.

11:30 AM  **MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1631)** *Week of Programs On Growing*

This week of programs is about growing. Children are often concerned about how long it takes to be grownup, and it can help them to know how much they can do, even as children. Mister Rogers shows a videotape about how people make toy cars; playing with toy things can help children get ready for real grown up things in the future. In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, there's news of a mysterious big thing rolling in from Westwood.

2:30 PM  **READING RAINBOW (405)** *Abiyoyo*

3:00 PM  **JAKERS (134)** *Father's Day*

Piggley needs to help his father with some chores around the farm. But when Piggley takes a more creative than practical approach in painting the milk cart and builds a castle of hay for the new chicks, his father thinks Piggley is playing instead of working. In the end, Piggley's overworked father sees the joy Piggley is getting from his work and rediscovers his own sense of play. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones introduces viewers to some friends who find a fun way to clean up a messy room.

3:30 PM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (120)** *We Are Family (Salt Lake City, Utah)*

While in Salt Lake City, Buster is invited to spend the day with of the Hirschis, a Mormon family and old friends of Bo. Buster learns first hand what it takes to run a family of seven children, and he gains some perspective on the advantages and disadvantages of being an only child.

4:00 PM  **ARTHUR (501)** *Arthur and the Big Riddle/Double Dare*

"Arthur and the Big Riddle" Alex Trebek lends his voice as Alex Lebek -- host of the cool new game show, RiddleQuest -- in this episode that poses the age-old riddle "is winning really everything?" "Double Dare" What if your friends dared you to skip homework -- and then double dared you to skip school?! Find out what happens when Arthur's wish to play hooky becomes a group pact and the plan goes not quite as expected.

4:30 PM  **MAYA & MIGUEL (107)** *The Letter*

Maya finds an abandoned letter on Miguel's desk, written to a pretty girl in their class named Esperanza. Thinking that her brother might need a little help in making friends, Maya (with the eager assistance of Maggie and Chrissy) tells Esperanza how wonderful Miguel is. No sooner does Esperanza decide that Miguel is the coolest boy in the fifth grade than Maya learns that the real author of the letter wasn't Miguel, but Andy! Suddenly, the Tres Amigas have a lot of explaining to do.

5:00 PM  **CYBERCHASE (109)** *Clock Like An Egyptian*

(topic: Timekeeping) - Dr. Marbles finds the encryptor chip (the computer chip that will enable Marbles to delete Motherboard's virus) in an ancient pyramid. But the Mummy who guards the pyramid finds Marbles. When the kids and Digit arrive, they must work their way through the chambers of the pyramid - find Dr. Marbles - and escape before a trap set by the Mummy seals them inside forever. How much time do they have? Unfortunately, they have no clock or watch to tell them how much time has gone by. Is the mission impossible? Not for our kids! The Big Idea: To measure the passage of time, choose a starting point and count up the beats of something that repeats at steady, regular intervals.
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (912) Let's Play Games!
BJ leads the group in a day of fun and games with a variety of different balls and activities.

7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4041) Oscar Needs A Change of Scenery
Oscar decides he needs a change of scenery. He moves his can to the front of the Mail It Shop. He is definitely in everyone’s way at the front door and things get very messy. Then Oscar realizes that the Mail It Shop is too happy for him. As he moves on in search of a grouchier place, he comes across Hooper’s Store and decides to settle there. Hooper’s Store is not grouchy enough for Oscar, especially because people share there. Oscar ends up deciding that his spot right back in front of 123 Sesame Street is the grouchiest place and that he doesn’t have to move to find new ways to annoy people!

8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (109) Clock Like An Egyptian
(topic: Timekeeping) - Dr. Marbles finds the encryptor chip (the computer chip that will enable Marbles to delete Motherboard’s virus) in an ancient pyramid. But the Mummy who guards the pyramid finds Marbles. When the kids and Digit arrive, they must work their way through the chambers of the pyramid - find Dr. Marbles - and escape before a trap set by the Mummy seals them inside forever. How much time do they have? Unfortunately, they have no clock or watch to tell them how much time has gone by. Is the mission impossible? Not for our kids! The Big Idea: To measure the passage of time, choose a starting point and count up the beats of something that repeats at steady, regular intervals.

8:30 AM ARTHUR (903) Arthur Weighs In/the Law of the Jungle Gym
Arthur Weighs In - When Arthur doesn’t fit into his costume for the play, he’s shocked to learn that he’s gotten “husky-sized.” Now he’s serious about getting in shape. Will he turn to an all-protein diet? Eat only herbs and berries? Or will he try something really radical...exercise? The Law of the Jungle Gym - Muffy found the perfect place to take pictures with her new digital camera - the jungle gym. Unfortunately, it’s tough Customer territory, and Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. But Crosswires do not compromise! Or, do they?

9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (220) A Big Help/The Trouble with Kittens
A BIG HELP: Cleo and T-Bone notice how often Clifford is able to use his large size to help out. But when the kittens, Billy and Betty, get stuck in a tree, the little dogs learn that you don’t have to be big to be helpful. THE TROUBLE WITH KITTENS: When kittens Betty and Billy insist on playing in Mr. Bleakman’s yard, Clifford does his best to keep them out.

9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (202) Cassie Catches Up/Very Berry
Cassey Catches Up - It’s a special day in Dragon Land as Quetzal navigates the group through the sights, sounds and smells of the Dragon Land Fair. They head straight for the carnival games, with all hearts set on winning a pinwheel. But Cassie becomes increasingly frustrated, as she seems unable to win a prize, disappointing herself and her partner, Emmy. While Cassie may not be able to run as fast as Zak and Wheezie, or throw a softball as far as Ord, Cassie is reminded that she is “good at lots of things”-like problem solving! With that realization, she comes up with an ingenious way to win a pinwheel for herself and her best friend, Emmy. Very Berry - Yum! Today is pie-baking day in Dragon Land and Quetzal needs the gang’s help in picking more dragonberries. It’s the perfect assignment because they know where there are a zillion dragonberry bushes! As the group fills their baskets - and their bellies - Ord wanders off in search of a new picking spot. He finds what appears to be the ideal place, but as he crawls into the hole to look for berries, he changes his mind. Too late, Ord finds that not only is the cave very dark, but the area is also a little too snug for a dragon of Ord’s physique - he’s stuck! The group rallies to help their friend, trying many different ways to get Ord un-stuck. Finally, they discover they can slide him free with super slippery mud and a good strong tug - just in time for some fresh-from-the-oven dragonberry pie!

10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (120) We Are Family (Salt Lake City, Utah)
While in Salt Lake City, Buster is invited to spend the day with of the Hirschis, a Mormon family and old friends of Bo. Buster learns first hand what it takes to run a family of seven children, and he gains some perspective on the advantages and disadvantages of being an only child.

10:30 AM CAILLOU (115) Caillou Helps Out
Everyone’s lending a helping hand today. Caillou plans a surprise birthday party for Grandpa with Grandma’s help. He and Grandma get everything ready, and Grandpa is very surprised and very happy. Rexy, on the other hand, is disappointed when Teddy and Didi are too busy with their chores to play with him. Gilbert suggests that Rexy help the others out -- that way they’ll be finished sooner and ready to play. Caillou really likes to play with Leo’s pet hamster and would love to have one of his own. He doesn’t realize how much hard work having a hamster can be until he offers to look after Leo’s pet while Leo and his parents are out of town. He soon realizes it’s not all fun and games - especially with Gilbert around!
BERENSTAIN BEARS (124) *The Summer Job/The Big Red Kite*

THE SUMMER JOB: Brother and Sister are given the opportunity to learn about farming when they spend their summer working with Farmer Ben. They experience the joys and sorrows of working in a field so intrinsically linked to the whims of Mother Nature. As the summer ends the cubs harvest their own crop of sweet corn and gain a new appreciation for the effort that goes into farming. THE BIG RED KITE: When a store window full of colourful novelty kites gets the cubs excited about entering a kite-flying contest, Brother and Sister are surprised when Papa suggests they build their own kite instead of buying one. Together Papa and the cubs build a big old style kite, which turns out to be too big to fly without an equally big wind. Regardless, instead of buying a store bought kite for the contest like all the other cubs, Brother and Sister decide to take their chances on "Big Red". To them, it’s no longer about winning or losing; it’s about taking pride in something they’ve made. They just want to see Big Red fly. As luck would have it, the wind picks up and, as all the store bought kites crash to the ground, Big Red flies so high, all the contestants join in and have a great time flying it.

MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1632) *Week of Programs On Growing*

What helps things grow? Mister Rogers visits a conservatory to see the rich variety of plants there and learns what helps plants and flowers grow. Planting a bean seed, he talks about how long it takes for a plant to grow.

BETWEEN THE LIONS (403) *Three Goats, No Waiting*

Lionel writes and directs a play of "The Three Billy Goats Gruff," but who in the library can act scary enough to be the hungry troll? Designated Reader: Meredith Vieira. Key word: goat. Target vowel: oa.

JAKERS (135) *Growing Pains*

After griping about his parents’ rules, Piggley wishes he were a grownup, so he could do as he pleases. But when Dad sprains his ankle, putting Piggley in charge of the farm for a day, Piggley finds being a grownup is a lot harder than it looks. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones and children get a chance to try out all the things they’re too young (or old) to do- with humorous results.

POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (119) *Star Search (Charleston, South Carolina)*

When Buster meets Justin, a talented 10 year-old actor, musician, and athlete, he decides to produce a documentary for Before They Were Stars. With his camera in tow, Buster meets Justin’s extended family and explores Charleston and St. Helena Island, where Justin’s family traces back its Gullah ancestry.

ARTHUR (502) *Kids Are from Earth, Parents Are from Pluto/Nerves*

"Kids Are From Earth, Parents Are From Pluto"--Francine’s dad falling asleep in class? Arthur’s dad telling food jokes in the cafeteria? Is it a bad dream? No, it’s Lakewood Elementary Parents Open House! How will the kids survive a whole evening of their parents’ embarrassing antics? "Nerves of Steal"--Buster can’t cope with being the only kid in Elwood City who doesn’t have a Cybertoy, so he decides to take matters in his own hands by borrowing one from the store. But Buster gets caught -- by his guilty conscience.

MAYA & MIGUEL (108) *Teacher’s Pet*

When Paco stops speaking, Maya and Santiago take him to the vet, who tells them that the poor parrot is simply lonely staying at home all day. Maya solves the problem by taking Paco to school with her. But when Paco gives wrong answers in front of the class, accidentally insults kids in the hall, and eventually flies off somewhere in the school, Maya has a lot of problems to solve all at once.

CYBERCHASE (303) *A World Without Zero*

Why does glamorous Gollywood go ga-ga when a nobody like Mister Z skips town? It’s a fiendish Hacker scheme, of course. Because of a poison pen campaign devised by Hacker, Mister Z feels worthless and unwanted. He decides to leave Gollywood, taking his zeroes with him. The sudden disappearance of the number zero causes confusion and chaos, exactly as Hacker planned. As Hacker becomes the biggest star in Gollywood, the kids and Digit must show Mister Z he does indeed have a value by demonstrating the importance of the number zero.
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (913) You Can Count On Me
Barney helps the children discover how much fun numbers can be by going on a number hunt.

7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4033) Cookie Monster Is Blamed for Stealing Cookies
Cookie Monster is in search of cookies as usual. He can smell cookies in the air, but every time he comes upon some friends with cookies, he is told that he cannot have any because they are being used for something else. Cookie Monster fights his instincts and refrains from eating the cookies. However, there is someone else stealing the cookies and Cookie Monster is continuously blamed! He is very, very frustrated because he is telling the truth but no one believes him given his usual tendencies. Out of the blue, Cookiehood arrives on his horse and we learn that he is the one who has been stealing all of the cookies and giving them away. Everyone apologizes to Cookie for underestimating him and for not believing what he said. Then Cookiehood goes off to Hooper’s to buy cookies for Cookie Monster.

8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (303) A World Without Zero
Why does glamorous Gollywood go ga-ga when a nobody like Mister Z skips town? It’s a fiendish Hacker scheme, of course. Because of a poison pen campaign devised by Hacker, Mister Z feels worthless and unwanted. He decides to leave Gollywood, taking his zeroes with him. The sudden disappearance of the number zero causes confusion and chaos, exactly as Hacker planned. As Hacker becomes the biggest star in Gollywood, the kids and Digit must show Mister Z he does indeed have a value by demonstrating the importance of the number zero.

8:30 AM ARTHUR (902) Francine’s Big Top Trouble/George Blows His Top
Francine’s Big Top Trouble - Francine is sure she will be a star at circus camp. Since Catherine did so well there - how hard could it be? Well, very, it turns out. Will Francine ever get the hang of tumbling? And, more importantly, will she ever step out of her sister’s shadow? George Blows His Top - George is always more than happy to lend his pals whatever they need, especially Buster. But when Buster’s borrowing gets out of control, will George risk their friendship to say enough is enough!

9:00 AM CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS (121) Moving On/Fair Is Fair
Moving On - The Sidarskys are moving to a newer mouse hole around the corner. Clifford offers to help them move the big family clock when he comes back from lunch. But on the way back, he gets distracted. By the time he gets back to the laundry room, the Sidarskys have already moved, but things are chaotic because the baby can’t sleep without that clock. Clifford feels bad for not being there to help, but he makes amends by moving the clock now and restoring harmony to the Sidarsky household. Fair is Fair - Emily Elizabeth and Nina volunteer to read to kids at the book fair, but problems arise when their replacements - Shun and Evan - don’t show up in time.

9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (203) Finders Keepers/Remember The Pillow Fort
Finders Keepers - Today is the day the Dragon Land Aquarium opens. Everyone is ready to go except for Wheezie, who is supposed to clean her room - but the aquarium is so much more fun! She decides her room can wait. As the group reaches the turnstile they all turn to Wheezie, who is holding the tickets-or is she? Wheezie can’t remember where she put them! Maybe someone has turned them in at the "Dragon Land Lost and Not Yet Found" or taken them to Recycle Hill at the Dragon Dump. Emmy suggests that Wheezie try to remember where she was when she first had the tickets-but she just can’t. So the gang helps Wheezie thoroughly retrace her steps, which eventually leads them all the way back to her very messy room. The team helps Wheezie put her room in order and finally locates the elusive tickets. Wheezie learns a lesson in remembering as well as the importance of a clean room! Remember the Pillow Fort - Time for dress-up in Dragon Land! Emmy and Cassie are doctors for a day while Max and Ord declare themselves kings. As the two monarchs march off in search of appropriate fort- building materials, Ord leads them to a grove of colorful pillow trees - perfect! They pluck some cushions and set to building tunnels and ramparts. Max decides his fort will be purple and Ord chooses red, creating conflict between the two friends as each claims his color choice is the best. Doctors Emmy and Cassie are on the job, trying to mend hurt feelings while Max and Ord continue to bicker miserably. Zak and Wheezie observe the argument from a distance and compose a new song about feelings-how sad it is to fight rather than play. This inspires Max & Ord to make up and collaborate! By using both of their favorite colors, they build the biggest and best fort ever!

10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (119) Star Search (Charleston, South Carolina)
When Buster meets Justin, a talented 10 year-old actor, musician, and athlete, he decides to produce a documentary for Before They Were Stars. With his camera in tow, Buster meets Justin’s extended family and explores Charleston and St. Helena Island, where Justin’s family traces back its Gullah ancestry.

10:30 AM CAILLOU (116) Imagine!
Today, Caillou discovers something inside him that makes ordinary things fun: imagination! Unable to fly his kite on a windless day, Caillou stares at the clouds and finds they’re really wagons, balloons and dinosaurs, if you look at them just right. When rain grounds his kite another day, Caillou and Dad turn the living room into a pirate ship -- with Gilbert shaking the dormant kite like a lively fish. It’s also fun playing with his friend George, who no one can see but Caillou. Meanwhile, the puppets fall into individual reveries about singing, dancing, and conducting an orchestra -- then realize they can imagine together, and make a full concert of it!

11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (125) Go to the Doctor/Don’t Pollute (Anymore)
GO TO THE DOCTOR: The cubs' younger cousin, Honey is apprehensive about going to the doctor’s office for a checkup. Sister dispels Honey’s fear of the unknown by setting up a pretend doctor’s office and taking Honey through all the procedures of a checkup, using the instruments in her toy doctor’s bag. DON’T POLLUTE (Anymore): Looking for something to do their environmental school project on, Brother and Sister visit Professor Actual Factual at the Bearsonian Institute. Not only do they discover that too much trash in Bear Country is a big problem, they also learn about endangered species such as the Bumbleberry tree - one of which Papa is intending to cut down to make a very special table. By showing them how to recycle eggshells as plant fertilizer, Mama helps the cubs discover that even little cubs like them can help reduce waste. Not only do the cubs spread the word to their friends who come up with their own ways to recycle, they help Papa realize he should help the environment by planting new trees instead of cutting them down.

11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD (1633) Week of Programs On Growing
Mister Rogers talks about children growing to be adults. To illustrate that concept, he brings a cat and shows a videotape of an earlier visit, when it was a kitten. The big thing appears in the Neighborhood of Make Believe, but it doesn’t respond much.

2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (905) Berlioz The Bear
This episode of READING RAINBOW, "Berlioz the Bear," features the art of music. Host LeVar Burton explores the many sounds of New York City and the musicians on its streets. James Avery reads Jan Brett’s BERLIOZ THE BEAR, a book about a group of bear-musicians. Dr. Walter Turnbull, director of the Boys Choir of Harlem, and some of his students talk about the Choir and singing. At the end of the program, kids suggest reading THE SCIENCE BOOK OF SOUND, GEORGIA MUSIC, and INTRODUCTION TO MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SERIES: BRASS/PERCUSSION/STRINGS/ WOODWINDS.

3:00 PM JAKERS (136) Dannan Does A Jig
When Dannan’s grandma, Grandmother O’Mallard, teaches the class to dance, Dannan proves an enthusiastic student of the art. But then Dannan realizes that she isn’t a very good dancer, and she becomes afraid that she will let her friends down and doesn’t want to dance anymore. EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE: The most important thing is to do the best you can - and to enjoy yourself!

3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (118) Winter Gold (Park City, Utah)
At the Utah Olympic Park, home of the 2002 Winter Olympics, Buster finds out what it really takes to be an Olympic athlete. He meets Squirt, a talented and dedicated ski jumper who introduces Buster to the world of speed skaters, luge racers, and ski jumpers.

4:00 PM ARTHUR (503) It’s A No-Brainer/The Shore Thing
"It’s a No-Brainer"--When Brain loses his cool and loses to Buster in the Math-a-thon, he abandons his books and nickname for a career in _stand-up comedy?!? Is the Brain gone forever? "The Shore Thing"--Arthur and D.W. beg Dad to take them to Aqualand--the coolest water park ever! But Dad knows an even better place -- Ocean Zone. The kids explore the old-fashioned ocean and find all kinds of cool sea stuff by the seashore.

4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (109) La Calavera
When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for school, she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to borrow a prized possession: a calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the Dead celebration. Maya promises to let nothing happen to this special calavera. Her presentation goes well, but Maya loses the calavera! After Theo, Maggie, Chrissy and Andy each share their fantastical ideas about how the lost calavera will make Abuela feel, Maya herself feels horrible. She promised her abuela that she wouldn’t let anything happen to it! Then, as luck would have it, Maya discovers that she accidentally switched backpacks with another student, and the calavera is recovered. An excited Maya can’t contain herself, and while jumping up and down, breaks the calavera! Maya is determined not to let her abuela down, and goes to great lengths to have the calavera re-made. Unfortunately, this, too, is a disaster. When Abuela is finally told the truth, Maya is surprised - Abuela is happy! Not about the calavera, but about Maya’s good grade on her presentation. And though Abuela misses the calavera, she thinks that rebuilding it together would make her even happier.

5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (302) The Borg of the Ring
The long lost Totally Rad Ring of Radopolis has been found...and is soon swiped by Hacker. This powerful crown will grant the wearer his heart's desire, and Hacker is a cyborg who wants it all. From a new head of gorgeous hair to total cyberdomination, Hacker enjoys wreaking havoc with his new Ring. While racing to reclaim the Ring, the CyberSquad meets a mysterious teenborg named Slider. He seems nice, but whose side is he really on? The kids must all work together to get the Ring back from Hacker and put it inside the Circle of Supreme Safety before Hacker destroys Motherboard once and for all. But the Ring must be placed in the exact center of the circle -- only then will it be safe from those who wish to
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6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (914)  A Wonderful World of Colors and Shapes
An art show prompts an opportunity for Barney and his friends to learn about colors and shapes.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4034)  Bert's Birthday
It is Bert's birthday and Ernie is very excited. He has planned a party complete with elephants, honkers, and dingers, but Bert has other ideas. When Ernie surprises Bert, Bert says he would really like a day of peace and quiet so he can read his book. Even though Ernie is excited about the party, he realizes that Bert really wants to be alone so he respects this wish and leaves. Ernie works very hard to keep himself occupied on Sesame Street so that he will not go back to the apartment and bother Bert. Eventually Bert realizes he really misses Ernie and he goes out to find him. When he tells Ernie that he changed his mind about the party, Ernie understands and immediately gets the party started again.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (302)  The Borg of the Ring
The long lost Totally Rad Ring of Radopolis has been found...and is soon swiped by Hacker. This powerful crown will grant the wearer his heart's desire, and Hacker is a cyborg who wants it all. From a new head of gorgeous hair to total cyberdomination, Hacker enjoys wreaking havoc with his new Ring. While racing to reclaim the Ring, the CyberSquad meets a mysterious teenborg named Slider. He seems nice, but whose side is he really on? The kids must all work together to get the Ring back from Hacker and put it inside the Circle of Supreme Safety before Hacker destroys Motherboard once and for all. But the Ring must be placed in the exact center of the circle -- only then will it be safe from those who wish to use its power to harm others.

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (901)  Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales
Castles In the Sky - The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. It was the best place to hang out in the whole world. Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales - Everyone in Arthur’s chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. Everyone knows nothing beats that post-concert cheesecake at Finklemeyers! But when strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher, the gang worries - will music class ever be fun again?

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (221)  Led Astray/Wedding Bell Blues
LED ASTRAY: Clifford’s new friend Artie is up to no good...and he talks Clifford into joining him. He "borrows" Cleo’s favorite toy and helps dig a big hole. Clifford soon realizes that being friends with Artie isn’t worth getting in trouble. WEDDING BELL BLUES: The children’s teacher, Miss Carrington, is getting married and leaving the school. The kids imagine what their new, “interesting” teacher Mrs. Grumbly will be like.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (204)  Big Funky Cloud/Copy Cat
Big Funky Cloud - Help! Ord is being followed by a Big Funky Cloud! After he accidentally drops his "favorite blanket in the world" into the creek, Ord is overcome by sadness - and with it, the appearance of a big funky rain cloud that seems determined to soak him in water as long as he remains gloomy. Max and Emmy make an emergency visit to Dragon Land to brainstorm ideas that might help cheer up their dragon friend. After trying many different things that try to get the funky cloud away from Ord, the gang decides to slide down a snowy hill in an attempt to get Ord away from his funky cloud. After landing in a funny-looking heap, Ord’s starts to laugh and the cloud finally disappears! Copy Cat - Help, we’re hearing double! When Emmy gets frustrated with Max for not doing things the "right way" (her way), a two-headed Copy Cat named Meow licks Max’s cheek, magically turning Max into a duplicate Emmy. He looks like Max, but he sounds like Emmy! Now he can’t help but imitate her and agree with everything she says! Is this a problem? Definitely especially for Emmy. The group consults Quetzal who defers to the Big Storybook for a solution. The only way to undo the spell is to have Meow lick Max again! But where is the cat? As the group sets out to find Meow and make things right, Emmy learns the value of other’s thoughts and ideas.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (118)  Winter Gold (Park City, Utah)
At the Utah Olympic Park, home of the 2002 Winter Olympics, Buster finds out what it really takes to be an Olympic athlete. He meets Squirt, a talented and dedicated ski jumper who introduces Buster to the world of speed skaters, luge racers, and ski jumpers.

10:30 AM  CAILOU (118)  Words!
Writing and reading are the focus today. Caillou is all excited to read the weekend paper with Daddy, but the wind and a very mischievous cat delay his reading time. With a little patience and persistence, Caillou finally gets to enjoy his favorite comic strip. Later, when Mommy is upset because the mailman only brings bills, bills and more bills, she tells Caillou that it would be nice to get a nice letter for a change. Caillou and Daddy decide to write Mommy a really nice letter, and the next morning they give it to the
mail carrier to deliver. Mommy is thrilled! Meanwhile Teddy and Rexy each learn a new word from the dictionary and decide to use their new words all day long.

11:00 AM  **BERENSTAIN BEARS (126) The In Crowd/Fly It**

THE IN CROWD: When a snooty new girl with a snazzy new mountain bike and all the latest fashions moves into town, Sister finds herself torn between practising for the upcoming Double-Dutch contest, and trying to fit in with the new girl’s In-Crowd. Sister finally decides to hang up her beloved skipping rope and starts dressing and acting like the others. However, although her new clothes help Sister fit in with the In-Crowd, seeing herself in them makes her realize that she’s trying to be something she’s not and she decides, once and for all, that she likes her pink jumper, she likes her hair ribbon, she likes her Double-Dutch and most of all, she likes herself just the way she is. FLY IT: Brother and Freddy team up to try and create an innovative flying device for their fifth grade science project. Their hopes are dashed after a series of unsuccessful test flights and they decide to give up on the whole notion of being inventors. After having a talk with veteran inventor, Professor Actual Factual, the two cubs are encouraged to keep trying and ultimately they succeed in making a balloon-propelled aircraft that impresses the entire class.

11:30 AM  **MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1634) Week of Programs On Growing**

Mister Rogers gets a haircut and helps children know that it doesn’t hurt to have hair cut and that the barber cuts only hair.

2:30 PM  **BETWEEN THE LIONS (309) Two Coats, One Goat, and One Boat**


3:00 PM  **JAKERS (137) Searching for a Shamrock**

Piggley and friends borrow a special wooden shamrock from Mr. Hornsby-then misplace it. Following advice from Don Toro, they retrace their steps to find it, starting from the last place they saw it. Working together and helping each other they eventually find what they were looking for. Jakers! Live and Learn: Whether you’re a member of a championship soccer team or playing with friends, cooperation makes the experience more successful-and a lot more fun. A group of kids demonstrate cooperation by putting together a difficult puzzle in no time at all! LESSON: Cooperation and working together to solve a problem can be fun.

3:30 PM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (117) Best Friends (Winchester, Kentucky)**

Buster is absolutely positive that the latest Bionic Bunny comic book is his. But when Arthur insists it’s his, the two best friends end up in a terrible argument. Luckily, during a stopover in Winchester, Buster meets two best friends, both named Katie, who remind Buster that friendship isn’t just about the things you own, but how you care for each other and what you do together.

4:00 PM  **ARTHUR (504) The World Record/The Cave**

"The World Record"--Why is Buster walking backwards, and Muffy not talking? They’re trying to set world records of course! Everyone tries to go it alone, but Arthur and the gang discover that working together more readily creates success, fun -- and the world’s largest pizza! "The Cave"-- Stalactites and stalagmites and bats, oh my! Arthur thinks his class trip to the Clark Caves will be really cool. But won’t it be, um, dark in there?

4:30 PM  **MAYA & MIGUEL (110) Politics Unusual**

Maggie wants to star in the upcoming School Assembly Day show. Her teacher, Mrs. Langley, recognizes her talent and assigns her the starring role, which she must share with non-dancer Miguel. Horrified, Miguel wants to have nothing to do with this show, but Mrs. Langley won’t let him out of the deal. The only person who could do that is the Class President. Maya has a bright idea: Maggie will run for Class President. She’s popular, and nobody else is running! Then she can change the show to suit both her and Miguel. Unfortunately, someone else decides to run, an unassuming kid named Simon. Maya and Maggie try to out-glitz Simon, by sponsoring makeovers and re-decorating the cafeteria, with comically disastrous results. Simon, meanwhile, takes the time to listen to the concerns of the other students. In the end, Maggie comes to realize that Simon cares about what the other students want, while she was only running for selfish reasons... and so she announces at the presidential debate that she is supporting Simon. Simon wins by a landslide... and his first act as President is to appoint Maggie to be director of School Assembly Day, to change the show however she wants.

5:00 PM  **CYBERCHASE (210) Raising The Bar**

The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy*
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6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (915) Easy As Abc
Barney and the children find creative ways to teach Baby Bop how to spell her name.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4084) Banana in the Stone
Telly and Baby Bear are taking care of Curly for the day and since Hooper’s Store has run out of apples, Curly’s favorite snack, they try to get her to try another healthy snack- a banana! Unfortunately, Curly keeps turning it away so they tell her the story of “The Banana in the Stone,” hoping to inspire her to try the banana. In the story, whoever pulls the banana out of the stone will be the king or queen of the medieval land. At the end, the young bear (Baby Bear) pulls the banana out of the stone in order to give it to his hungry little sister. By the time the story is over, Curly Bear, being so drawn to bananas through the story, had already eaten half the banana! Guest: Lang Lang - (22 year old pianist sensation from China)

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (210) Raising The Bar
The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy*

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (501) Arthur and the Big Riddle/Double Dare
“Arthur and the Big Riddle” Alex Trebek lends his voice as Alex Lebek -- host of the cool new game show, RiddleQuest -- in this episode that poses the age-old riddle "is winning really everything?" “Double Dare” What if your friends dared you to skip homework -- and then double dared you to skip school?! Find out what happens when Arthur’s wish to play hooky becomes a group pact and the plan goes not quite as expected.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (222) Food for Thought/Friends 4ever
FOOD FOR THOUGHT: Clifford and his friends are influenced by advertisements for a new dog food. FRIENDS 4EVER: When T-Bone learns his old best buddy Burger is coming for a visit, he tells Clifford and Cleo about the time when he was a puppy, and thought he’d never be able to have another friend as good Burger.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (205) One Big Wish/Breaking Up Is Hard to Do
One Big Wish - Max gets frustrated when a ball flies high over his head during a game. He chases after it, stumbling all the way over to Willie the wishing well. As he reaches to retrieve the ball, Max wishes he were bigger. Then a coin falls out of his pocket and into the well-immediately granting his wish! At first Max’s problem seems to be solved; he’s big enough to hit home runs and catch high fly balls. But he keeps growing! Soon he’s bigger than Ord, Quetzal, and even Mungus the Giant - and that’s really big! As the group tries to solve the problem of returning Max to his regular size, Max begins to realize that being big is not everything he thought it would be. After consulting Quetzal, the group revisits the magical fountain, and Max wishes to return to his own height. Breaking Up Is Hard to Do - Welcome to “art project day” at the Schoolin the Sky, where Max and Ord team up to create a magnificent structure - a “Whatayacallit!” The two best friends run into conflict, however, when it comes time to decide who gets to bring the creation home. Each wants to be the first and an argument ensues. Their friends, hating to see this dynamic duo at odds, intervene and suggest alternatives to having just one of them keep the project. Cassie comes up with an idea they like when she suggests they try cutting the Whatayacallit in half. When they do, however, it just doesn’t work or look right. So Max and Ord decide that the best solution is to build a new Whatayacallit, and happily take turns bringing home their joint project.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (117) Best Friends (Winchester, Kentucky)
Buster is absolutely positive that the latest Bionic Bunny comic book is his. But when Arthur insists it’s his, the two best friends end up in a terrible argument. Luckily, during a stopover in Winchester, Buster meets two best friends, both named Katie, who remind Buster that friendship isn’t just about the things you own, but how you care for each other and what you do together.

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (119) I Can Do It
Caillou’s learning to do new things, and discovering it’s okay to have help while he learns. To prove he’s ready to help Dad paint the porch, Caillou paints Rosie’s dollhouse first -- and Gilbert, with paint-dipped paws, does some painting too! Caillou moves from renovation to recreation when Dad and Sarah teach him to play baseball, Dad teaches him to swim, and Clementine goads him into going down the big kids’ slide. With courage and practice, he’s soon able to do these things on his own -- unlike Rexy, who makes a mess of his efforts to build a snowman until Gilbert and Teddy help him out, and make it more fun, too.

11:00 AM  BERENSTAIN BEARS (127) By The Sea/Catch The Bus
BY THE SEA: When the Bear family arrives at their vacation beach house, the cubs balk at spending any time unpacking and cleaning. They want to go swimming immediately. Seeing the opportunity to teach the cubs a lesson about family cooperation, Mama and Papa decide to join the cubs on the beach. When the cubs realize their swimsuits are hopelessly buried somewhere in the trunk of the car, they become more willing to help their parents. CATCH THE BUS: Brother’s tardiness has become such an inconvenience for others, that he’s given a wristwatch to correct the behavior. The watch gives Brother with the time, but not the will to be on time and he continues making excuses. Not until Lenny causes Brother to be late for a movie does Brother realize how inconsiderate it is keep others waiting.

11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1635) Week of Programs On Growing
Jack-in-the-box, Peek-a-boo, and Hide-and-Seek are all children’s games about going away and coming back. An old friend, Francois Clemmons, comes back with the Harlem Spiritual Ensemble a singing group he directs.

3:00 PM JAKERS (138) Wish Upon A Story - Part 1
Grandpa is feeling a little blue on his birthday, so his young grandpigs decide to try to cheer him up by telling the great storyteller a few stories of their own describing how life would be if they were in Tara. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones introduces a local elementary school where the kids demonstrate another way to tell a story: by putting on a play starring Piggley, Ferny and Danny!
LESSON: There are many ways to tell a story, it’s important to use your own particular skills.

3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (116) Bayou, By Me (Slidell and Larose, Louisiana)
Inspired by the bayou, Buster sets off to capture the "Swamp Monster" on film. With help from 12 year-old bayou expert Dylan and other friends, Buster chases after the mysterious creature while enjoying the perks of bayou life, like crab dinners and catfishing with hotdogs!

4:00 PM ARTHUR (505) The Lousy Week/You Are Arthur
"The Lousy Week"--An army of lice has descended on the heads of Lakewood Elementary. Who or what is strong enough to defeat them? Principal Haney? Nurse Flynn? Mayonnaise? "You Are Arthur"--What if you could live in the Read house? What if you could run a race in Elwood City? What if you could be Arthur for a day? Kids can view Arthur’s life through his very own eyes in this special episode.

4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (111) Tito’s Mexican Vacation
Maya notices something’s wrong with Tito. He’s not interested in playing soccer or eating ice cream. Is he sick? It turns out he’s homesick. It all starts when Tito gets a postcard from his cousins in Mexico. Tito misses them and misses his former home. Maya, eager to help her cousin feel better, decides that if they can’t take Tito back to Mexico, they’ll bring Mexico to Tito! Maya ropes the rest of the gang into helping her with the research and acquisition of Mexican objects, foods, and information. Events escalate with typically Maya-esque results, and pretty soon the Community Center is packed with all things Mexican. Unfortunately, one thing leads to another, and the entire display is destroyed... right before Tito gets to the Center. Maya is mortified, but Tito is happy. Seeing how much everyone cared about him helped to lift his homesickness. After all, he is home with Maya, too. Just then the big surprise appears: Tito’s cousins, brought from Mexico!

5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (211) The Wedding Scammer
Believing that the Wicked Witch is really the long lost daughter of a powerful king, Hacker agrees to marry her, convinced that their union will double his power and Motherboard will never be able to defeat him. What Hacker doesn’t know is that Wicked has secretly hidden away the REAL long- lost daughter of the king and stolen her identity. The kids must think their way through an intricate series of puzzles to free the real daughter. Will they succeed and get back to the wedding before Hacker and Wicked say "I do"? Math Topic: Making Hard Problems Easier; NCTM Links: Problem Solving. *With special guest star Al Roker*
6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (916) *Look What I Can Do!*  
The children show off their special talents in an "I Can Do" show.

7:00 AM  GEORGE SHRINKS (113) *Journey to the Center of the Garden*  
Something or Someone has been eating at the Shrink's garden and George is on the case. He burrows deep beneath the garden and finds a whole new world...including a family of Gophers.

7:30 AM  CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (121) *Moving On/Fair Is Fair*  
Moving On - The Sidarskys are moving to a newer mouse hole around the corner. Clifford offers to help them move the big family clock when he comes back from lunch. But on the way back, he gets distracted. By the time he gets back to the laundry room, the Sidarskys have already moved, but things are chaotic because the baby can’t sleep without that clock. Clifford feels bad for not being there to help, but he makes amends by moving the clock now and restoring harmony to the Sidarsky household. Fair is Fair - Emily Elizabeth and Nina volunteer to read to kids at the book fair, but problems arise when their replacements - Shun and Evan - don’t show up in time.

8:00 AM  THOMAS & FRIENDS (104) *Listening*  
Percy's Big Mistake - When Percy hears Sir Topham Hatt use the words "Percy" and "scrap," he fears the worst and runs away. When Percy is found, he learns that the truth is nothing of the sort and promises never to jump to conclusions again. Gordon and Spencer - When Spencer, the powerful silver engine, comes to the Island of Sodor, Gordon worries that he’s not the grandest engine anymore. But when Spencer runs out of water, Gordon comes to the rescue. Suddenly, Gordon feels special again. Thomas, Emily and the Snowplough - Thomas doesn’t listen when Emily tells him to get his snowplough fitted. But when he gets snowed in, he learns that he must pay the price for not listening to Emily at the start.

8:30 AM  BOB THE BUILDER (113) *Problem Solving*  
Skip desperately tries to have a good idea in Skip's Big Idea. Will he have one? A problem with some floorboards causes problems for Mr Ellis's Exhibition until Bob has a solution. Lofty and Skip let their imaginations run wild in Lofty's Jungle Fun.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (501) *Arthur and the Big Riddle/Double Dare*  
"Arthur and the Big Riddle" Alex Trebek lends his voice as Alex Lebek -- host of the cool new game show, RiddleQuest -- in this episode that poses the age-old riddle "is winning really everything?" "Double Dare" What if your friends dared you to skip homework -- and then double dared you to skip school?! Find out what happens when Arthur’s wish to play hookey becomes a group pact and the plan goes not quite as expected.

9:30 AM  MAYA & MIGUEL (107) *The Letter*  
Maya finds an abandoned letter on Miguel’s desk, written to a pretty girl in their class named Esperanza. Thinking that her brother might need a little help in making friends, Maya (with the eager assistance of Maggie and Chrissy) tells Esperanza how wonderful Miguel is. No sooner does Esperanza decide that Miguel is the coolest boy in the fifth grade than Maya learns that the real author of the letter wasn’t Miguel, but Andy! Suddenly, the Tres Amigas have a lot of explaining to do.

10:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (109) *Clock Like An Egyptian*  
(topic: Timekeeping) - Dr. Marbles finds the encryptor chip (the computer chip that will enable Marbles to delete Motherboard’s virus) in an ancient pyramid. But the Mummy who guards the pyramid finds Marbles. When the kids and Digit arrive, they must work their way through the chambers of the pyramid - find Dr. Marbles - and escape before a trap set by the Mummy seals them inside forever. How much time do they have? Unfortunately, they have no clock or watch to tell them how much time has gone by. Is the mission impossible? Not for our kids! The Big Idea: To measure the passage of time, choose a starting point and count up the beats of something that repeats at steady, regular intervals.

10:30 AM  JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLE WINKS (134) *Father’s Day*  
Piggle needs to help his father with some chores around the farm. But when Piggle takes a more creative than practical approach in painting the milk cart and builds a castle of hay for the new chicks, his father thinks Piggle is playing instead of working. In the end, Piggle’s overworked father sees the joy Piggle is getting from his work and rediscovers his own sense of play. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones introduces viewers to some friends who find a fun way to clean up a messy room.
MONDAY, AUGUST 29

6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (920)  My Friends, The Doctor and Dentist
Barney and the children discover the importance of healthy habits like brushing teeth, getting check-ups, exercising and eating healthy foods.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4037)  Super Grover’s Cape
Super Grover’s cape is worn out and he will not be able to get a new one until Thursday! He desperately needs his cape Many people need his help and without his cape, Super Grover cannot reach them! Super Grover’s friends decide to help. They begin thinking of other ways to solve the problem. Big Bird gets a bed sheet but this is way too big! Zoe brings her washcloth but this is far too small. A towel is the right size but it does not carry Super Grover into the sky. They all think about what could carry Super Grover into the sky and make suggestions such as a bird, but there are no birds that could fly and carry Super Grover. They suggest a helicopter but the closest thing at Hooper’s Store is a beanie hat with a propeller on top. This doesn’t work either. Finally, Super Grover’s new cape is delivered and as he takes off, he thanks his friends for all of their help.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (211)  The Wedding Scammer
Believing that the Wicked Witch is really the long lost daughter of a powerful king, Hacker agrees to marry her, convinced that their union will double his power and Motherboard will never be able to defeat him. What Hacker doesn’t know is that Wicked has secretly hidden away the REAL long- lost daughter of the king and stolen her identity. The kids must think their way through an intricate series of puzzles to free the real daughter. Will they succeed and get back to the wedding before Hacker and Wicked say “I do”? Math Topic: Making Hard Problems Easier; NCTM Links: Problem Solving. *With special guest star Al Roker*

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (502)  Kids Are from Earth, Parents Are from Pluto/Nerves
"Kids Are From Earth, Parents Are From Pluto"--Francine’s dad falling asleep in class? Arthur’s dad telling food jokes in the cafeteria? Is it a bad dream? No, it’s Lakewood Elementary Parents Open House! How will the kids survive a whole evening of their parents’ embarrassing antics? "Nerves of Steal"--Buster can’t cope with being the only kid in Elwood City who doesn’t have a Cybertoy, so he decides to take matters in his own hands by borrowing one from the store. But Buster gets caught -- by his guilty conscience.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (223)  Tie-Dye Clifford/Stage Struck
TIE-DYE CLIFFORD: When Clifford accidentally gives himself a bath with tie- dye dyes, he ends up looking like a T-shirt from the ‘60’s! Not wanting to upset Emily, he tries to hide the fact. But soon learns that he can tell the truth to Emily because Emily understands that everyone makes mistakes. STAGE STRUCK: Mary has always been afraid to perform in front of an audience. But with the help and support of her friend Emily, Mary is able to overcome her stage fright.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (206)  A New Friend/Have No Fear
A New Friend - There’s a new Dragon in town-Lorca, a fun lovin’, magic trick performin’ extrovert who uses a purple wheelchair with sparkly wheels to get around. "I can’t walk, so I roll instead!" The gang is fascinated by the wheelchair, since they’ve never really seen one before. But are even more fascinated by the amazing treasure map that Lorca reveals! Looks to be quite an adventure, so they all start out immediately to find the X that marks the spot. Along the way, the gang encounters obstacles that block their path, but through teamwork and quick thinking, they’re able to help each other through the Forest of Darkness, over a quickly flowing river and across a field filled with "sleepyt ime fog!" And the buried prize? A box filled with spectacular kaleidoscopes resulting in the best treasure hunt ever! Have No Fear - Cassie has a new pet, BeeBee the Butterfrog-teeny, tiny half butterfly, half frog, and Ord’s biggest nightmare! "What if it hurts me?" despairs Ord. Cassie happily feeds her new pet and everyone plays hopscotch with BeeBee, trying to demonstrate how fun and harmless the little Butterfrog is, but to no avail. Ord can’t seem to shake his fear. They all pop on their thinking caps and consume themselves with thoughts on how to help Ord. Minutes later, Cassie realizes that BeeBee has flown away! The group splits up to find her before dark, except for Ord, who is too scared to accompany them. While walking away alone, Ord comes across Sid the Sycamore- and spots BeeBee caught precariously in some of Sid’s branches! Ord’s concern for BeeBee outways his fears and he flies up to rescue her. Hooray for Ord!

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (116)  Bayou, By Me (Slidell and Larose, Louisiana)
Inspired by the bayou, Buster sets off to capture the "Swamp Monster" on film. With help from 12 year-old bayou expert Dylan and other friends, Buster chases after the mysterious creature while enjoying the perks of bayou life, like crab dinners and catfishing with hotdogs!

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (120)  My Family
Today Caillou learns that being a part of a family is something very special. Dad lends Caillou his old camera and helps him take pictures of every member of their family - including Gilbert. Looking at the photo album, the family remembers when Gilbert was a
kitten and first came to live with them. When Caillou and his family go to the zoo, Caillou is thrilled to see that animals have families too. Meanwhile, Rexy is heartbroken when he discovers he doesn't have a family or any papers. Teddy and Gilbert decide to draw up official papers and adopt Rexy, who is thrilled to have a family just like everyone else.

11:00 AM  **BERENSTAIN BEARS** *(128)*  *Family Get Together/The Stinky Milk Mystery*

**FAMILY GET TOGETHER:** The Bears are hosting a family reunion, but the cubs doubt they'll enjoy spending time with relatives they've never met. The cubs' first impression of two cousins only confirms their opinion: Sylvester and Penelope are just too different to consider getting acquaintance with. However, as the day unfolds, Brother and Sister get to know them better and discover they've not only met new cousins, they've made new friends too. **THE STINKY MILK MYSTERY:** When Brother and Sister accidentally allow Farmer Ben's cows to get loose from their pen, his farm dog helps herd them back and the cubs decide not to tell Farmer Ben, afraid he won't invite them back for another visit. However when the cows' milk mysteriously turns sour, the cubs fear that something must have happened when the cows were loose and that they're responsible. Now they're doubly afraid to tell the truth. Twiggling that something is up, Papa casually tells the cubs a story about how he once made things a lot worse when he didn't fess up to something he did. That's enough to help the cubs make the right decision and they race off back to Farmer Ben's and tell him what happened. Farmer Ben is pleased they told the truth and that they've learned their lesson and the cubs are relieved to find that the cows are fine. Their milk only went sour because they must have eaten onion weed when they were out of the pen.

11:30 AM  **MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD** *(1601)*  *Fun & Games*

2:30 PM  **READING RAINBOW** *(403)*  *Imogene's Antlers*

3:00 PM  **JAKERS** *(139)*  *Wish Upon A Story - Part 2*

Uncle Ferny arrvies from Ireland with a special birthday gift for Grandpa Piggley: the original Raloo Rocket. As the old friends and Grandpa Piggley's grandchildren repair the beloved wagon, they recall its origins through song, written word and fanciful storytelling. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones introduces a local elementary school where the kids demonstrate another way to tell a story: by putting on a play starring Piggley, Ferny and Dannan! **LESSON:** There are many ways to tell a story. Good friendships, and good stories, last forever.

3:30 PM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER** *(125)*  *The Low Riders (East Los Angeles, California)*

Buster thought he had his heart set on buying a sparkling new Schwibbermeier 5000 bike direct from their L.A. factory. But when he meets R.J. and his younger cousins Brian and Anthony in east L.A., they introduce him to the world of lowrider bikes. Buster finds out that sometimes the coolest things aren't what you can buy but what you can make.

4:00 PM  **ARTHUR** *(506)*  *The Election/Francine Goes to War*

"The Election"-- "I, Muffy Crosswire, do solemnly swear to uphold the office of the President of the United ..." Actually, it's only a mock election in Mr. Ratburn's class, but Muffy takes it just as seriously. How far will she go to win? "Francine Goes to War"-- Francine can't believe it. She gets in trubleno matter what she does -- thanks to the new nosy next-door neighbor! Will Francine get to play her drums or fight with her sister again?

4:30 PM  **MAYA & MIGUEL** *(112)*  *Prince Tito*

To help Tito overcome his stage fright, Maya convinces him to audition for a community theater performance called "Prince Tito." Maya promises Tito that she'll get the female lead and be right with him onstage the whole time. But when the director casts Tito in the lead and Maya in a bit part, Tito is bound for stardom - but only if Maya can find a way to keep him from freezing up in front of the audience on opening night.

5:00 PM  **CYBERCHASE** *(401)*  *Balancing Act*

Shari Spotter is selected by Headmaster Stumblesnore to make a film about Frogsnorts. Matt is the director. Inez the writer. Jackie the producer. And Digit is the camerabird. The team collaborates well until they realize they're spending too much too fast. The solution: create a budget. Their efforts are complicated by The Hacker, who places Stumblesnore under a spell in an effort to become the new headmaster of Frogsnorts.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 30

6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (916) Look What I Can Do!
The children show off their special talents in an "I Can Do" show.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4035) Big Bad Wolf's Brother Is Falsely Accused
The Big Bad Wolf's brother Leonard comes to Sesame Street. He is accused of blowing down Elmo and Zoe's block structure of the letter "U." He promises that it was not him, but because he is a wolf and a direct relative of the Big Bad Wolf who is always blowing things down, he is continuously held responsible. Leonard explains that even though he is a wolf, he actually does not like to blow things down. He does not huff and puff like his brother. Elmo and Zoe learn that there are all different kinds of wolves and that Leonard actually plays violin and chess. The three of them end up playing together.

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (401) Balancing Act
Shari Spotter is selected by Headmaster Stumblesnore to make a film about Frogsnorts. Matt is the director. Inez the writer. Jackie the producer. And Digit is the camerabird. The team collaborates well until they realize they're spending too much too fast. The solution: create a budget. Their efforts are complicated by The Hacker, who places Stumblesnore under a spell in an effort to become the new headmaster of Frogsnorts.

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (503) It's A No-Brainer/The Shore Thing
"It's a No-Brainer"--When Brain loses his cool and loses to Buster in the Math-a-thon, he abandons his books and nickname for a career in _ stand-up comedy?!? Is the Brain gone forever? "The Shore Thing"--Arthur and D.W. beg Dad to take them to Aqualand --the coolest water park ever! But Dad knows an even better place -- Ocean Zone. The kids explore the old-fashioned ocean and find all kinds of cool sea stuff by the seashore.

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (224) Doghouse Rock/Guess Who's Coming to Birdwell Island
DOGHOUSE ROCK: Mac wants to join the pop band T-Bone has put together, but has a hard time finding where his talents fit in. With the help of his good friends, Mac discovers he has a special talent for writing. GUESS WHO'S COMING TO BIRDWELL ISLAND: When a famous dog champion Oscar OwenBright Like The Sun comes to Birdwell, the dogs go out of their way to impress him. But they soon learn that the best way to impress someone is to just be yourself.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (208) A Crown for Princess Kidoodle/Three's A Crowd
A Crown for Princess Kidoodle - It's coronation day in Dragon Land and the gang meticulously prepares for the parade following the crowning of their friend, Princess Kidoodle. It's unbelievably windy, however, and just as they start for the day's festivities, Sir Doodle blows helplessly past with the essential prop for the great event-the crown! No matter how hard he tries, he just can't fly in this blustery weather. He'll never make it in time! It's up to the gang to get the crown to the princess. Along the way, Zak, Wheezie, Ord and Cassie all face personal challenges that they must overcome in order to reach their goal. Zak & Wheezie compromise on an alternate route around the Purple Goo Bog, Ord successfully faces his fear of thunder, and Cassie speaks up-announcing to all how to get through the giant gates in order to join the coronation parade. The gang arrives with the crown just in time, much to the appreciation of Princess Kidoodle! Three's A Crowd - It's here! The day that Cassie and Emmy have been planning for weeks, an entire afternoon of picking and gathering crystals. While Zak, Wheezie, Ord & Max prepare to fly their new kite, the two get set to leave for their adventure-just as Quetzal appears with Nicki, the new dragon in town. Cassie invites Nicki to gather crystals with her and Emmy, but Nicki has another idea-an action packed game of Dragon Disc! Emmy loves this idea, which leaves Cassie feeling deserted and sad. The gang invites her to help fly the kite with them, but after a while, Cassie can't help but feel bad about all the fun Emmy is having without her. "Maybe Emmy doesn't like me anymore." Cassie talks to Quetzal, who advises her to share her feelings with Emmy. She does, and Emmy, surprised, reassures her that she didn't mean to hurt her feelings and suggests to Nicki that they all look for crystals together. Emmy, Cassie and Nicki have a great time together for the rest of the afternoon.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (125) The Low Riders (East Los Angeles, California)
Buster thought he had his heart set on buying a sparkling new Schwibbermeier 5000 bike direct from their L.A. factory. But when he meets R.J. and his younger cousins Brian and Anthony in east L.A., they introduce him to the world of lowrider bikes. Buster finds out that sometimes the coolest things aren't what you can buy but what you can make.

10:30 AM  CAILLOU (101) When I Grow Up
Caillou can't wait to grow up and do new things. When he and Mom clean out the attic and find an old chest full of wonderful belongings, Caillou realizes these treasures of the past were once someone's dreams for the future, and he longs for his own. But when he finds a dead bird in the garden, getting older suddenly seems pretty scary. After Mom and Dad assure him he has lots and
lots of time, Caillou contemplates possible future jobs, like being a mailman or policeman. Meanwhile, the puppets aren’t getting any bigger -- even though Rexy’s and Teddy’s long shadows give them pause!

11:00 AM  **BERENSTAIN BEARS** (129) *New Neighbors/The Big Election*

**NEW NEIGHBORS**: When the family next door moves away, Papa, Mama and the cubs all hope their new neighbors will be just like their old ones. But when the new neighbors turn out to be nothing at all like the old ones, the Bear Family has trouble adjusting and can’t seem to warm up to them. But, by focusing on who their new neighbors are instead of who they aren’t, the Bear Family learns to appreciate their differences and realizes the new neighbors are just as great as the old ones - in their own way. **THE BIG ELECTION**: When Papa’s complaints to City Hall about all the potholes around town seem to be falling on deaf ears, he decides to take matters into his own hands and run for Mayor. While trying to take care of everyone’s concerns, Papa ends up promising everything to everyone and soon discovers that Mayor Honeypot’s job is no easy task. In the end, Papa decides he can fulfill his civic responsibility much better by being part of the solution instead of part of the problem, so he helps lighten the Mayor’s load by organizing a group of volunteers to repair the potholes themselves.

11:30 AM  **MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD** (1602) *Fun & Games*

2:30 PM  **BETWEEN THE LIONS** (405) *Dance In Smarty Pants*

Lionel tries to teach his parents how to dance in Smarty Pants, the latest dance craze sweeping the library! Guest star: Al Franken. Designated Reader: Oliver Platt. Key word: pants. Target vowel: short a.

3:00 PM  **JAKERS** (140) *Creepy Cabbages of County Galway*

After being told he’s too young to listen to his parents’ science fiction radio show, Piggley eavesdrops anyway. When his impressionable imagination puts him in a strange dream filled with cabbages and cabbage creatures, he learns there are reasons for rules. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones and children get a chance to try out all the things they’re too young (or old) to do-with humorous results. LESSON: Rules are there for a reason.

3:30 PM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER** (124) *The Music Mystery (New Orleans, Louisiana)*

Fern is writing a mystery story for a writing contest, but she needs help developing the characters. So Buster Baxter, Private Eye, investigates New Orleans’s rich music and dance history. Along the way, he meets African drummer Colin, choir director Brittany, and stilt dancer Niya.

4:00 PM  **ARTHUR** (507) *Sleep No More/Pet Peeved*

"Sleep No More" Have you ever been so excited that you couldn’t sleep? Buster is convinced that Pizza Paula’s all-you-can-eat contest_free pizza for life_is his destiny. But how can he possibly win such an important contest without any sleep? "Pet Peeved" Binky volunteers to look after Francine’s cat, Nemo, for the weekend. Boy, this’ll be great_all fun and games and surprise toys! But when Binky ignores Francine’s cat-sitting instructions, Nemo has a few surprises in store of his own.

4:30 PM  **MAYA & MIGUEL** (113) *The Bully and the Bunny*

A hulking new kid named Jimmy McCorkle moves in across the street and - at least it seems to Miguel and his friends - begins to bully everyone around. He kicks Miguel’s soccer ball over the building, rips apart Maya’s favorite video game, and commands Theo to remember his name_or else. Maya, however, is not so sure; she thinks maybe Jimmy’s not so bad. When Jimmy buys Maya and Miguel’s favorite bunny rabbit from the pet store, Maya decides they have to find out once and for all whether Jimmy really is a bully, or just misunderstood.

5:00 PM  **CYBERCHASE** (402) *The Icky Factor*

Hacker launches his most dastardly and secretive scheme ever! He’s building a device so dastardly, victory over Cyberspace is in his sights. His cunning contraption calls for an unusual power source - the Electric Eel of Aquari-Yum. To get the eel, Hacker traps its guardian, cyberslug Icky, far from home. The kids and Digit must use the concept of factoring to save the day. But can they rescue Icky and stop Hacker from stealing the Electric Eel?
Wednesday, August 31

6:30 AM  BARNEY & FRIENDS (918) *Home, Safe Home*
Barney helps his friends learn about safety with a little help from his friend, Firefighter Bill.

7:00 AM  SESAME STREET (4048) *Rosita Befriends A Frog Wearing A Crown*
Rosita is sad because all of her friends are too busy to play with her. She ends up meeting a frog that wants to play and they both love to hop! When Rosita’s friends meet the frog they are surprised to see that he is wearing a crown. Baby Bear remembers the story of the Frog Prince who needed to be kissed in order to be a Prince again. Rosita’s friends feel bad for the Prince and they think Rosita should kiss the frog so that he can be a Prince again. Rosita does not want to lose her frog, but her friends encourage her to imagine what it would be like to have a spell on her. She figures out that she should help the Prince, but when she kisses the frog, he turns into an elephant! The elephant is very relieved and luckily, he likes to hop as well!

8:00 AM  CYBERCHASE (402) *The Icky Factor*
Hacker launches his most dastardly and secretive scheme ever! He’s building a device so dastardly, victory over Cyberspace is in his sights. His cunning contraption calls for an unusual power source - the Electric Eel of Aquari-Yum. To get the eel, Hacker traps its guardian, cyberslug Icky, far from home. The kids and Digit must use the concept of factoring to save the day. But can they rescue Icky and stop Hacker from stealing the Electric Eel?

8:30 AM  ARTHUR (504) *The World Record/The Cave*
"The World Record"—Why is Buster walking backwards, and Muffy not talking? They’re trying to set world records of course! Everyone tries to go it alone, but Arthur and the gang discover that working together more readily creates success, fun -- and the world’s largest pizza! "The Cave"—Stalactites and stalagmites and bats, oh my! Arthur thinks his class trip to the Clark Caves will be really cool. But won’t it be, um, dark in there?

9:00 AM  CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS (122) *Grooming Gloom/The Letter*
Grooming Gloom - Jorge is excited to learn that Nina will be taking him to the Grooming Shop - until he gets some misinformation about what a grooming shop is. At first his friends try to help him find a way to get out of the experience. But Daffodil helps him realize that he should trust Nina to do what is best for him. The Letter - Evan and Emily Elizabeth offer to mail a letter for Mr. Solomon on their way to buy tickets to a concert by their favorite band, the Zippers. But the kids’ plans are disrupted by their own generosity and helpful nature. When they finally arrive at the park where the concert is taking place, the tickets have been sold out. But the other members of the community are so grateful to the kids for all of their help that day that they all pitch in and make sure that Evan and Emily Elizabeth attend the concert.

9:30 AM  DRAGON TALES (209) *Knuck, Knuck, Who’s Where?/Just Desserts*
Knuck, Knuck, Who’s Where? - Cassie and Emmy are in the midst of a game when the Giant of Nod snatches two of Cassie’s pink pick-up sticks. They see him pass by in a Knuckerhole and decide to follow him to get their sticks back. Once there, Emmy and Cassie are faced with many twisty and winding pathways. Emmy is ready to plow ahead and find the giant, but Cassie is worried about finding their way back, so she leaves a trail of pick-up sticks to mark their path. Upon finding the Giant of Nod, they learn it was a misunderstanding- he just thought the sticks were firewood! He returns the game pieces, apologizes, and now the two must get home-but Cassie, occasionally distracted by the amazing sights in the Knuckerhole, didn’t leave a stick at every turn. The two stay together and remain calm, however, and follow what sticks are there as well as some rock formations and other landmarks they remember, indicating that they’re heading in the right direction. Eventually, they ask the Nodlings for help, hear their friend’s voices, and follow the welcome sound back to the Knuckerhole entrance. Just Desserts - When Emmy, Max, and their dragon friends come across a gigantic jiggly mountain, they couldn’t have more fun jumping and sliding all over it! But a horrified Mungus the Giant reveals it’s actually a special dessert he made for his mother. The kids vow to help him make another, since they really messed up the first; but how does one keep track of all the complicated ingredients? Using different strategies to help them remember, the kids pitch in so that Mungus can make his mother’s day.

10:00 AM  POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (124) *The Music Mystery (New Orleans, Louisiana)*
Fern is writing a mystery story for a writing contest, but she needs help developing the characters. So Buster Baxter, Private Eye, investigates New Orleans’s rich music and dance history. Along the way, he meets African drummer Colin, choir director Brittany, and stilt dancer Niya.

10:30 AM  CAILOU (111) *Best Behavior*
Sometimes it’s okay to be messy and loud, but Caillou is learning there are times and places when he has to be on his best behavior. During a Sunday brunch with the family at a fancy restaurant, Caillou minds his Ps and Qs; it’s Rosie who fools around under the buffet table! Caillou also conducts himself well when he’s Sarah’s guest at school at Little Brother or Sister Day. But he learns...
that good behavior also means being considerate of the feelings and belongings of others after he's mean to Rosie and ruins one of her dolls. The rambunctious Rexy, too, gets lessons in good manners from Gilbert and Teddy -- but he's still got a lot to learn!

11:00 AM  **BERENSTAIN BEARS (130) The Hiccup Cure/Think of Those In Need**

THE HICCUP CURE: Papa Bear accepts the prestigious job of making a one-of-a-kind chair for the Squire, but then learns the order must be filled by the next day for Mrs. Squire's birthday. Racing against time, Papa breaks from work only to eat, gobbling down his food as fast as he can. Unfortunately, a recurring case of the hiccups hinders Papa from meeting his deadline. Consulting Dr. Bear, Papa learns his problem is caused from eating too quickly. With his hiccups under control, Papa is able to complete the Squire’s chair with a steady hand and a healthier digestive system. THINK OF THOSE IN NEED: When Brother and Sister have to clean their room, they find they have more things than places to store it all. They decide to donate their extra games, puzzles and books to the Home For Retired Bears. Later, Brother discovers that he has given away a book he wanted to keep. In the process of searching the Retirement Home for his accidental donation, he and Sister visit with some of the elderly residents and learn how rewarding it is to share their time with others.

11:30 AM  **MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1603) Fun & Games**

2:30 PM  **READING RAINBOW (508) Knots on a Counting Rope**

Lavar Burton hosts--The book of the day is KNOTS ON A COUNTING ROPE read by J. Ruben Sivlerbird and Kenneth Blank. Book by Bill Martin Jr. and John Archambault. We also visit with a New York news anchor--Brie Walker--who anchors local news despite her deformity on both hands. Brie is doing something she loves. Lavar also asks, "when was the last time you had to be really brave?" The themes in this READING RAINBOW segment are covered by the selection of books and interviews--"reach for your dreams" and "overcoming fear."

3:00 PM  **JAKERS (101) Pie Filling**

Piggley, Ferny, Dannan and Molly just can’t resist eating one of Mrs. Winks’s fresh-baked pies...even though she told them it was off limits. The friends decide to pool their creativity to bake a new pie before Mrs. Winks finds out. After much hard work-and a run-in with a feisty goat who refuses to share the apples in his orchard-the kids realize that a simple apology might have been easier and wiser in the long-run. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones and kids talk about why it’s always better to tell the truth.

3:30 PM  **POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (123) Lost and Found (Guanajuato, Mexico)**

Mora guides Buster through his travels in this picturesque and historic city in her native country. Buster gets lost (and found), tries his hand at learning Spanish, and, with the help of some local kids, discovers that communication means more than just speaking the language.

4:00 PM  **ARTHUR (508) The Last of Mary Moo Cow/Bitzi’s Beau**

"The Last of Mary Moo Cow" D.W. is Mary Moo Cow's greatest fan. She watches the show every day and collects countless videos, toys, and clothes. When Mary Moo Cow is cancelled, D.W. is devastated. How can television _ or life as she knows it _ ever be the same? "Bitzi's Beau" Buster and his mom are very close _ they like the samemovies, the same food, the same boyfriends_ wait, what?! Actually Buster hasn’t yet met Bitzi’s new boyfriend, but he fears the worst. Is he an alien? Is he Mr. Ratburn? Or worst of all_ is he a Mom- stealer?

4:30 PM  **MAYA & MIGUEL (114) Family Time**

Noticing that everyone in her family is overworked, overtired, and overstressed, Maya concludes that they all have been missing "family time" - quality time spent alone as a family. Maya and Miguel plan a camping trip to a state park - and do all the planning and packing themselves to make things easier on their very busy parents and grandmother. But when they arrive at their campsite, the kids have forgotten some essentials - and rain, wildlife, and a capsized boat threaten to make their escape a disaster. In the end, however, la familia Santos discovers the only thing they really need is time together.

5:00 PM  **CYBERCHASE (403) Penguin Tears**

Hacker’s secret quest continues, with the nefarious ‘borg on the hunt for the next piece of his mysterious machine. His search for the legendary Prism of Penguia takes him to snowy Cyberia. While trying to stop Hacker, Digit and the kids are trapped in an icy cave and must master the principles of bouncing in order to break out. Can they escape in time or will Hacker’s plan succeed?